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Teaching Agents with
Deep Apprenticeship Learning
Amar Bhatt
Supervising Professor: Dr. Raymond Ptucha
As the field of robotic and humanoid systems expand, more research is being
done on how to best control systems to perform complex, smart tasks. Many
supervised learning and classification techniques require large datasets, and
only result in the system mimicking what it was given. The sequential re-
lationship within datasets used for task learning results in Markov decision
problems that traditional classification algorithms cannot solve. Reinforce-
ment learning helps to solve these types of problems using a reward/punish-
ment and exploration/exploitation methodology without the need for datasets.
While this works for simple systems, complex systems are more difficult to
teach using traditional reinforcement learning. Often these systems have
complex, non-linear, non-intuitive cost functions which make it near impos-
sible to model. Inverse reinforcement learning, or apprenticeship learning
algorithms, learn complex cost functions based on input from an expert sys-
tem. Deep learning has also made a large impact in learning complex sys-
tems, and has achieved state of the art results in several applications. Using
methods from apprenticeship learning and deep learning a system can be
taught complex tasks from watching an expert. It is shown here how well
these types of networks solve a specific task, and how well they generalize
and understand the task through raw pixel data from an expert.
vi
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
When born, animals and humans are thrown into an unknown world forced
to use their sensory inputs for survival. As they begin to understand and
develop their senses they are able to navigate and interact with their envi-
ronment. The process in which we learn to do this is called reinforcement
learning. This is the idea that learning comes from a series of trial and error
where there exists rewards and punishments for every action. The brain nat-
urally logs these events as experiences, and decides new actions based on
past experiences. An action resulting in a reward will then be favored higher
than an action resulting in a punishment. Using this concept, autonomous
systems, such as robots, can learn about their environment or how to do
tasks in the same way. Reinforcement learning is used in many applications
aimed to reflect the way a human/animal’s brain learns/reacts [22]. Some of
these applications include the inverse pendulum, mountain car problem [33],
robotic navigation, and decision based systems. While traditional classifi-
cation methods can assist in task mimicking, they do not perform well when
introduced to new environments or new tasks. Reinforcement learning does
not mimic the correct move, but instead develops a policy to choose actions
to obtain the highest reward based on the current state.
Reinforcement learning techniques such as Q-Learning, are useful when
the cost function is known, but this is not the case for many complex sys-
tems. Due to the vast number of variables in tasks such as driving, walking,
or medical procedures; cost functions must be learned before they are ap-
plied. To do this, inverse reinforcement learning, or apprenticeship learning,
is used. Apprenticeship learning extracts an action policy by observing an
2expert’s transitions over time and determining the cost function from the ob-
servations [24]. It is a Markov decision process, in that the result of the next
action is based solely on the present state and not states that were observed
previously. Therefore, inverse reinforcement learning sets to optimize the
set of learned features in a particular state. Traditional inverse reinforcement
learning uses this optimization of the linear combination of these features to
determine the cost function of the given state. For static environments the
traditional inverse reinforcement learning techniques are viable, however
this is not the case for dynamic environments [36]. For dynamic networks,
state features are constantly changing, which requires that the reward func-
tion and features be updated. Unfortunately, this no longer gives the most
optimal solution but only an approximation [36].
These traditional methods do not scale well to systems with a large num-
ber of states. For example, if using images as an input for reinforcement
learning or apprenticeship learning, the Q-table would be very large, and of-
ten times unsustainable. Therefore, combining these algorithms with deep
learning where the rewards for state-action pairs are learned in a neural net-
work, systems can be as complex or as large as needed [19]. Combining
deep learning with reinforcement learning opens up a new dimension of
learning, where complex correlations of environment and state features can
be utilized to learn complex tasks.
The rest of this thesis will be structured as follows; Chapter 1 will end
with a summary of the novel contributions in this research, Chapter 2 will
explore past and current research in both reinforcement learning and appren-
ticeship learning, Chapter 3 will discuss the dataset, environment, and tech-
nologies used in experimentation, Chapter 4 will describe modifications to
current apprenticeship architectures including new architectures and novel
contributions, Chapter 5 will run-through the details on proposed architec-
ture implementations and algorithms, Chapter 6 will show and explain the
results each of the proposed architectures achieved with the datasets, and
Chapter 7 will summarize the research and explore modifications to be made
in future work.
The novel contributions and areas of exploration of this research are as
follows:
3• Reward Abstraction: Task level abstraction of rewards (+ if complete,
− if failed, 0 otherwise) for training on expert data and training the
agent.
• Scheduled Shared Experience Replay: Combining expert experiences
and agent experiences with the amount of expert experiences used in
replay decreasing over multiple epochs.
• Target Q-Network Implementation: Implementing methods in DQN of
stabilizing Q-networks with a target network updating frequency.
• Dueling DQN Utilization: Utilizing the concept of split value and ad-
vantage Q-values within expert data training and agent training.
• DRQN Comparison: Utilizing the concept of recurrent neural net-
works and LSTMs to learn sequential tasks by adding an LSTM layer
to the end of the Dueling DQN architecture. This will then be com-
pared to the Dueling DQN architecture without the LSTM layer.
4Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning is used to teach systems based on trial and error.
It uses a reward and punishment based cost function to help determine a
policy for which to choose its next action. It is based around how living
creatures learn using primitive reflexes at a young age. This methodology
creates a balance between random decisions (exploration) and choosing the
best learned policy over time (exploitation). These algorithms work with
agent(s), state-action pairs, and policies. An agent is the system being op-
erated on, such as, a car, robot, humanoid, or game solver. States represent
different modes of the system, they can be any combination of environment
or system specific features, such as, location of agent, location of obstacles,
distance from goal, time, or speed. Actions can be anything that influences a
transition from one state to another state, such as moving the agent, throwing
at a target, or picking up an object. Actions will lead to some reward/punish-
ment that will help train the system, such as an increase/decrease in score.
Choosing an action at a specific state is called the system’s policy. This
is what will be learned using reinforcement learning. Therefore, reinforce-
ment learning algorithms optimize over a known cost function and output a
policy.
2.1.1 Temporal Difference Learning
Temporal difference learning is a branch of reinforcement learning that at-
tempts to model the way an animal learns by predicting a reward in terms
of a given stimulus. The core of this algorithm comes from its prediction
5error signal, which constantly adjusts expected rewards of a state [25]. This
algorithm estimates the value function of a state, allowing it to estimate the
value at each state for each action taken. If this value were not estimated,
and instead calculated to be exact, the agent would need to wait until a ter-
minal state is reached before updating state and action reward values. This
calculation is inefficient, and impossible to compute unless the value at ev-
ery state was computed at the same time. The estimation of the value over
time allows for incremental updates to a state’s value as more information is
given to the system. The non-estimated value function is shown in (2.1) [9].
V ∗(st) = V (st) + α[Rt − V (st)] (2.1)
This function returns a new value (V*) when given a state (s) at time step (t)
which is represented by st. The value V (st) is the current value or reward
at a specific state. If V (st) is very high, then that state will carry a higher
importance upon evaluation. Therefore, when evaluating this type of algo-
rithm, the next states with the largest values will be chosen to be transitioned
to. The learning rate, α, is used to determine the proportion of update. If α
is very large, then the update at each time step, t, will also be large. Rt is
the total reward of the system when proceeding from state st to a terminal
state. This non-estimating function assumes that the final reward function
Rt exists as shown in (2.2) [19].
Rt = rt + γrt+1 + γ
2rt+2 + ...+ γ
n−trn (2.2)
The immediate reward received at st is defined by rt, therefore the reward
for a state one time step out (st+1) is rt+1. The discount rate, γ, represents
the weight (between 0 and 1) that the next state value will be multiplied
with. With a discount rate of 1, the entire value of the next state will be
considered in the state value update. A discount rate of less than 1 will
decrease the importance of the value of the next state in the state value
update.
The temporal difference estimation of the value function is shown in
(2.3) [9]. This function only accounts for the next immediate state. Af-
ter one iteration through all of the states, the values for all states will be
6incorrect due to this one step update, therefore it takes multiple iterations to
obtain the optimal state values.
V ∗(st) = V (st) + α[r(st) + γV (st+1)− V (st)] (2.3)
Estimating in this way allows for the continuous update of state values
as more information is provided. Once the term, r(st) + γV (st+1)− V (st)
is close to 0 (r(st) + γV (st+1) = V (st)), then the Q-values have saturated
to their final value and the update iterations can stop. As shown, the major
difference between the original value function and its estimate is the consid-
eration of the reward in the next step as well as the difference in expected
reward between the current state and next state. The r(st) value in (2.3) is
the estimated reward for the action selected at that state in current time (t),
whereas Rt in (2.1) is the total reward from a state to a terminal state.
Temporal difference learning requires several iterations, called episodes,
to converge. An episode starts at any given state, but must end at a terminal
state. A system can have more than one terminal state (e.g. end of a game,
reaching the goal state, etc.). Examples of the usage of the value estimation
equation (2.3) are shown in subsequent sections.
There are two types of Temporal Difference Learning methods; Off-
Policy and On-Policy. Off-Policy methods, such as Q-learning, can up-
date state value functions using actions that have not been tried. On-Policy
methods, such as Sarsa, update state value functions using only actions it
has tried. Both methods choose a different balance between exploration and
exploitation. Exploration is the idea of choosing random actions to learn the
entire state-space. Exploitation is choosing only those actions that proved
to be high in reward.
2.1.1.1 Off-Policy: Q-Learning
Q-learning is an off-policy method of temporal difference learning. It is
the one of the most widely used algorithms in this domain. The Bellman
Equation shown in (2.4) [19] is used to update its value function denoted as
Q.
7Q(st, at) = r(st, at) + γ ∗maxat+1(Q(st+1, at+1)) (2.4)
As shown, the Q-value at state st and action at at time step t is based
on the current value and the next best state-transitions value multiplied by
the discount factor (γ). In Q-learning, the Q(s,a) values are represented as a
table with states as its rows and actions at its columns. Therefore, each Q-
value at a particular state-action pair is the total reward at that state assuming
that optimal actions are taken from that state onward. This requires knowl-
edge of future states and rewards. Therefore, this algorithm requires several
episodes starting at different states to reach convergence and update the Q-
table [38]. Unlike other neural-network based applications, Q-Learning is
unsupervised and must learn an environment dynamically, which is equiva-
lent to creating its own dataset rather than having one provided. Typically,
this causes massive overhead when scaling this algorithm to larger environ-
ments, causing the traditional Q-Learning methods to be unpopular [26].
However, advances in this algorithm have generated new ways to define its
policy making it capable to scale to larger environments, such as applying
an -greedy method for environment exploration [1].
To iteratively update Q-values over time, the value function in (2.5) is
used.
Q(st, at) = Q(st, at) + α[r(st, at) + γ ∗maxat+1Q(st+1, at+1)−Q(st, at)]
(2.5)
In this equation, α is the learning rate usually held between 0 and 1. If
this value is set to 1 then the Q-value is updated fully without consider-
ing the previous value, Q(st, at), which will cause the algorithm to learn
very quickly. However, this may result in divergence of the algorithm. If
α is set to 0 then the Q-value is not updated. Therefore, to ensure the
system is learning and can converge to a solution α needs to be set be-
tween 0 and 1. The exact value of the learning rate needs to be deter-
mined through experimentation. Over many episodes, the update to the
Q(st, at) value will result in no change, because the difference between
r(st, at) + γ ∗ maxat+1Q(st+1, at+1) and Q(st, at) will be close to 0. At
8Figure 2.1: Floor plan for a one-story house for temporal difference learning example as a
picture (left) and graph (right).
this point, the system knows it can stop learning because the Q(st, at) val-
ues have saturated.
This algorithm learns soft policies, meaning it has a high factor of explo-
ration. Off-Policy algorithms update value functions using assumed actions
which have not been tried, as shown by taking the maximum valued action
at any given state even if the action has never been tried. This allows the
agent to learn actions it did not actually perform [9]. This shows that this
algorithm favors exploration more so than exploitation as will be shown in
the example below.
2.1.1.1.1 Q-Learning Example
Suppose there exists an environment that is a one-story house with four
rooms (which can be considered states); bedroom (A), bathroom (B), living
room (C), kitchen (D), as shown in Fig. 2.1. With this environment comes a
“hungry” agent who is trying to navigate to the food in the kitchen. There-
fore, the kitchen is the goal, so if the agent is put into any room it will need
to learn to go to the kitchen using an optimal path. The agent must transi-
tion to another room, unless it is at the terminal state. Therefore, a reward
9Figure 2.2: Rewards graph for room transitions for Fig. 2.1.
Figure 2.3: State transition table with reward values. A “−” sign denotes that there does
not exist a state transition. For example, state A cannot go to state D.
is introduced to each room transition, as shown in Fig. 2.2. As shown, all
doorways are two-way and any doorway leading to the kitchen is given a
reward of 100, all other transitions are given a reward of zero. The kitchen
is a terminal, absorbing state, which is denoted by the self-rewarding loop
at that state. This reward graph can also be shown as a transition table with
rewards as shown in Fig. 2.3 and is denoted asR. A Q-matrix is then created
in the same format as the state transition table with rewards. This matrix is
initialized with zeros, which shows that at iteration zero (Q0) the agent has
no information, this matrix is shown in Fig. 2.4. Say that the agent starts in
the bedroom (state A) and transitions to the living room (state B), using the
Bellman equation (2.4) [19] with γ equal to 0.9, the Q-value for state A will
be updated as:
Q(A,C) = R(A,C) + γ ∗maxaQ(C, a) = 0 + 0.9 ∗ 0 = 0.
The Q-value for this state does not change. Now the agent is in state C or
the living room. Say from random selection the agent chooses to transition
to state D. The Q-value for state C will be updated as:
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Figure 2.4: Q-table initialized to zero denoting the lack of information the agent has at time
step zero.
Figure 2.5: Q-table update after first episode iteration.
Q(C,D) = R(C,D) + γ ∗maxaQ(D, a) = 100 + 0.9 ∗ 0 = 100.
The agent is now in state D and it chooses to transition back to state D,
causing the update to look like:
Q(D,D) = R(D,D) + γ ∗maxaQ(D, a) = 100 + 0.9 ∗ 0 = 100.
These updates are shown in Fig. 2.5. The agent is now in the terminal state
so its location resets to explore additional states.
The agent is now in state B or the bathroom, and it transitions to state A.
The update for the Q-value at state B is:
Q(B,A) = R(B,A) + γ ∗maxaQ(A, a) = 0 + 0.9 ∗ 0 = 0.
The agent is now in state A or the bedroom, and it transitions to state C. The
update for the Q-value at state A is:
Q(A,C) = R(A,C) + γ ∗maxaQ(C, a) = 0 + 0.9 ∗ 100 = 90.
The agent is now in state C or the living room, and it randomly transitions
to state D. The update for the Q-value at state C is:
Q(C,D) = R(C,D) + γ ∗maxaQ(D, a) = 100 + 0.9 ∗ 100 = 190.
The agent is now in state D and it chooses to transition back to state D,
causing the update to look like:
Q(D,D) = R(D,D) + γ ∗maxaQ(D, a) = 100 + 0.9 ∗ 100 = 190.
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Figure 2.6: Q-table update after second episode iteration.
Figure 2.7: Q-table update after third episode iteration.
These updates are shown in Fig. 2.6. The agent is now in the terminal state
so it resets to a random state again.
If the agent is in state B again, and it transitions to state A, the update for
the Q-value at state B is:
Q(B,A) = R(B,A) + γ ∗maxaQ(A, a) = 0 + 0.9 ∗ 90 = 81.
These updates can continue until the optimal path is found, after just
three update iterations the agent has the optimal policy to get to the kitchen
from any state by choosing the maximum Q-value for the next state, as
shown in Fig. 2.7. As shown in this example, this algorithm is more inclined
to update with actions it has never used, thus showing it prefers exploration
over exploitation.
2.1.1.2 On-Policy: Sarsa
Sarsa is an on-policy method of temporal difference learning. In this case
the value function in (2.6) [32] is updated according to a policy designed
more around experience. As shown, this equation is updated by using the
current policy (fpi) found to determine at+1 instead of using the maximum
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value. Therefore, this algorithm does not favor exploration because it de-
faults to choosing next actions based on what it knows. This ties this al-
gorithm into considering control and exploration as one entity, whereas its
off-policy counterpart can separate the two.
Q(st, at) = Q(st, at) +α[r(st, at) + γf
pi(Q(st+1, at+1))−Q(st, at)] (2.6)
Unlike the Q-Learning value function equation, Sarsa does not consider
the maximum value of an action at a given state, but instead takes actions
that have been taken in the past [9]. This shows that this algorithm favors
exploitation more so than exploration. This also allows this algorithm to
populate Q-values with a closer true approximate than the Q-Learning algo-
rithm [32]. Therefore, it can be said that while Q-Learning updates based on
states, Sarsa updates in accordance to state-action pairs. This allows for a
better convergence policy, and leads to less unnecessary exploration by the
system at hand [33]. However, because this algorithm lacks in exploration,
it may converge to a local minima or non-optimal solution.
2.1.1.3 Epsilon Selection Policies
Both off-policy and on-policy methods of temporal difference learning rely
on the selection of actions which is called a policy. Policies are meant to
find a balance between exploration and exploitation. Popular policies used
in both Q-Learning and Sarsa are -greedy, -soft, and softmax. In both
-greedy and -soft selection policies an action is chosen with the highest
estimated reward for most of the iterations. They choose a random action
with a probability of  for -greedy and probability 1- for -soft where  is
a small value between 0 to 1. -greedy is chosen to limit exploration using
 between 0 to 0.5. This results in 0% to 50% of the trials having actions
chosen at random. -soft is chosen to favor exploration using  between 0
to 0.5. This results in 50% to 100% of the trials having actions chosen at
random [9]. These  values can be dynamically adjusted based on num-
ber of episodes completed, number of steps within an episode, or based on
how well the algorithm is converging. Therefore, common practice is to
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have high exploration (random action) at the start of learning, and high ex-
ploitation towards the end of learning [1]. Unlike the  selections, softmax
(in terms of selection policies not neural networks) chooses random actions
with respect to weights assigned to each action. These weights are adjusted
over time as the system learns. This makes it so undesirable actions are less
likely to be chosen over time, whereas in the  selections the worst action
has the same probability as the best action of being randomly chosen. Each
selection method has its own benefits, but none have proven to be better than
the other [9].
2.1.2 Q-Learning and Sarsa Implementations
Using simulated sensory data from ultrasonic sensors, moisture sensors, en-
coders, shock sensors, pressure sensors, and steepness sensors, a simulated
robotic system will be able to make decisions on how to navigate through its
environment to reach a goal. The robotic system will not know the source
of the data or the terrain it is navigating. Given a map of an open environ-
ment simulating an area after a natural disaster, the robot will use model-free
temporal difference learning with exploration to find the best path to a goal
in terms of distance, safety, and terrain navigation. Two forms of tempo-
ral difference learning will be tested; off-policy (Q-Learning) and on-policy
(Sarsa). Both of these algorithms will be tested and compared against us-
ing the simulated environment and sensory data. Through experimentation
with several world map sizes, it is found that the off-policy algorithm, Q-
Learning, is the most reliable and efficient in terms of navigating a known
map with unequal states, as opposed to comparing it to the results of the
Sarsa algorithm that chose more costly paths and would often not converge
to a solution.
2.1.2.1 Application
In many cases robotic path planning is used in controlled environments,
whether in a hospital, nursing home, hotel, etc. Reinforcement learning is
also used to navigate known city maps and other open environments [26].
However, many of these cases fall into the category of finding the best path
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of a known map which can also be achieved with less invasive path planning
algorithms. Consider the case of a city that underwent a natural disaster.
While the city map has stayed the same, the terrain of the city may have
been vastly altered. Clear roads may be flooded with water, and buildings
may have been knocked down forcing the creation of alternative paths. In
this case, it will be pertinent for a land-based robotic system to efficiently
navigate the city to reach potential resources and survivors in the safest way.
If the system took the known path as shown on a city map before the disaster,
the robot may get stuck, hurt, or take too much time. Understanding the
landscape and making decisions based on the type of terrain can ensure an
efficient and safe path is chosen.
2.1.2.2 Methods
To test the temporal difference learning algorithms, Q-Learning and Sarsa,
MATLAB was used. An M × N matrix was created consisting of M ∗ N
states. Each state had between 2-4 neighbors, depending on where on the
grid it fell. Therefore, the agent could move right, down, left, and up to
reach a new state. The agent would not be able to move off the grid. Each
state also was associated to one of five terrain types; sand, forest, pavement,
water, or mountainous rock/debris. These states represented an area on a
map after a natural disaster. This means the defined paths from a start to
a goal have been severely altered. An example map is shown in Fig. 2.8.
Each terrain was associated to certain punishments, as decided by the simu-
lated sensor readings on the robot. The sensors used were, encoders (speed
detection), ultrasonic sensors (visibility), shock sensor (smoothness), mois-
ture sensor, pressure sensor (stability), and steepness sensor. Each sensor
reading was statically defined and normalized between 0 and 1, where 0 is
the safest/most efficient and 1 is the most dangerous/least efficient for that
particular sensor. Further testing of the system would call for the sensor
readings to be introduced to natural noise.
The world map matrices were first predefined to initialize the two algo-
rithms (defined path from start to goal) and to find appropriate parameter
values for the algorithms (punishment weight, discount factor, goal reward,
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Figure 2.8: Map Example with Terrain (Sand = Magenta, Forest = Green, Pavement =
Black, Water = Blue, Misc. Debris = Red, Start/Goal = White dots).
etc). The maps were then randomized for further testing. These parame-
ter tuning results for optimal path selection are shown in Fig. 2.9 for Q-
Learning and Fig. 2.10 for Sarsa. As shown, both were tested in an environ-
ment with punishment and without. The parameters for the two algorithms
were then tuned until the optimal path was chosen. They both produce the
same results, but the parameters for them to do so were different between
the two algorithms. The simulated robot navigating the map from the start
(top left corner) to the goal (bottom right corner) had no prior knowledge of
the terrain of the state it was in. It did know the map structure, however. As
each algorithm was run, the value at each state was updated using a reward
for the action chosen as well as a punishment which was determined by the
sensor readings for each state. On a normalized average the punishments for
each terrain type were as follows: sand→ 1, forest→ 2, pavement→ 0,
water → 3, mountainousrock/debris → 4. This is much like the penal-
ties incurred in James Sutton’s puddle world problem [33], however, in this
case the robot does not know about the terrain in its world, only what it
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Figure 2.9: Parameter tuning for optimal path selection on controlled environments for Q-
Learning. (left) Environment with punishment, (right) Environment without punishment.
Figure 2.10: Parameter tuning for optimal path selection on controlled environments for
Sarsa. (left) Environment with punishment, (right) Environment without punishment.
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reads through its sensors. Varying punishments made one state more favor-
able than another in terms of proximity to the goal, safeness, and efficiency.
A rewards matrix of size (M ∗ N) × (M ∗ N) was created, where each
row symbolized a state and each column symbolized an action (next state).
Each neighbor state in the actions column were given a value of 0, non-
neighbors were given a value of -∞. The goal state and any state that was a
neighbor to the goal received the highest reward value. A Q-matrix of size
(M ∗ N) × (M ∗ N) was also created to store the values of each state to
be updated by the temporal difference learning algorithms. Both the reward
and Q-matrix represented the true map of the world without terrain infor-
mation [2]. Other factors needing tuning were the goal reward, the discount
factor, and the punishment weight. These were found for both algorithms
through the control testing on a predefined map as shown in Fig. 2.9 for Q-
Learning and Fig. 2.10 for Sarsa. Also, each algorithm was run for 10,000
episodes with an epsilon of 0.2 meaning that 20% of the episodes would
have next state actions chosen at random under the -greedy selection pol-
icy. The updated Q-matrix is used to determine the best path based on the
highest rewards for each action at a given state.
2.1.2.2.1 Q-Learning Algorithm
To implement the Q-learning algorithm, the high-level steps outlined in Al-
gorithm 1 were used. As shown by the algorithm, a random state is chosen
from the generated Q-matrix used to hold the values to determine the best
path. Then an action is taken in the current state based on the -greedy selec-
tion policy. Using this action, the next state transition is determined as well
as the reward for taking the action. These values then update the Q-matrix
at the current state as described by (2.5). This is then repeated with the next
state, until the current state is the goal. As shown in Algorithm 1, the Q-
matrix at each state is updated based on a learning parameter, α which is set
to 1 in this application to assure quick learning. This matrix also depends
on a discount factor denoted by γ which is set to 0.8 to give importance to
future rewards [9]. This was repeated for 10,000 episodes where at the start
of each episode a random starting state was chosen.
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Algorithm 1 Q-Learning [9]
for e ∈ number of episodes do
Pick random state s
while s is not the goal do
Choose action a from s using epsilon policy from Q
Take action a, observe reward r and next state s′
Update Q-values as follows:
Q(s, a)← Q(s, a) + α[r(s, a) + γ ∗maxa′(Q(s′, a′))−Q(s, a)]
s← s′
2.1.2.2.2 Sarsa Algorithm
To implement the Sarsa algorithm, the high-level steps outlined in Algo-
rithm 2 were used. As shown by the algorithm a random state is chosen
from the generated Q-matrix used to hold the values to determine the best
path. Then an action is taken in the current state based on the -greedy se-
lection policy. Then until the state present is not the goal, the action will
be taken and the next state transition is determined as well as the reward
for taking the action. Another action is chosen using the -greedy selection
policy for the next state. The Q-matrix at the current state is then updated
as described in (2.6). As shown in the algorithm, the Q-matrix at each state
is updated based on a learning parameter, α which is set to 1 to assure quick
learning. This matrix also depends on a discount factor denoted by γ which
is set to 0.3 to give importance to future rewards [9]. This was repeated for
10,000 episodes where at the start of each episode a random starting state
was chosen.
Algorithm 2 Sarsa [9]
for e ∈ number of episodes do
Pick random state s
Choose action a from s using epsilon policy from Q
while s is not the goal do
Take action a, observe reward r and next state s′
Choose action a′ from s′ using epsilon policy from Q
Update Q-values as follows:
Q(s, a)← Q(s, a) + α[r(s, a) + γ ∗ (Q(s′, a′))−Q(s, a)]
s← s′
a← a′
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2.1.2.3 Results
To validate the effectiveness of the two algorithms, each was run with a
5 × 5, 10 × 10, 15 × 15, and 25 × 25 size world with randomly generated
terrains. Each was run in ten different terrain maps at each world size. The
results from this can be found in Table 2.1. This table shows the average
path length the agent took over the ten terrain maps. It also shows the to-
tal average cost for all ten different terrain maps, the average cost per step,
the average convergence time, and percent convergence for all ten terrain
maps. These parameters were measured for both the Q-learning and Sarsa
implementations. As shown, it is apparent that the Q-Learning algorithm
performs best in terms of cost. It chooses the shortest and safest path. Also,
as the world size gets bigger, the Q-Learning algorithm takes advantage of
the increase in space and terrain to lower its cost per move. Sarsa also does
this, but only slightly. The Sarsa algorithm is the fastest, while it may not
be the most efficient. It is shown to finish well before the Q-Learning al-
gorithm on larger maps. However, the Q-Learning algorithm has a higher
rate of convergence, where the Sarsa algorithm is prone to diverge at larger
map sizes. In the 25 × 25 world size, the Sarsa algorithm failed to con-
verge, increasing the discount factor for the algorithm at this world size to
0.8 allowed for convergence. Examples of paths found by the Q-Learning
algorithm and Sarsa algorithm at a world size of 25 × 25 are shown in Fig.
2.11 and Fig. 2.12, respectively.
In consideration of natural disaster relief and rebuilding, the Q-Learning
algorithm is the best. It takes the longest to converge, but will find the
most efficient path in terms of time and safety for itself. Sarsa, tends to
favor the goal over safety in these situations because of its exploitation over
exploration strategy.
2.1.2.4 Conclusion
Reinforcement learning is a series of methods and algorithms used to mimic
the way a living being makes decisions. Just like a living being, a decision
cannot be proven right or wrong until it has been made [2]. This methodol-
ogy gives way for a system to learn its environment and discover patterns not
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Figure 2.11: Q-Learning Algorithm Path Example with Punishment.
Figure 2.12: Sarsa Algorithm Path Example with Punishment.
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Table 2.1: Q-Learning and Sarsa results across several world map sizes.
Q-Learning Sarsa
Avg. Path 9 9
Avg. Cost 12.3 18
5x5 Avg. Unit Cost 1.3667 2.000
Avg. Time (s) 2.396 2.2731
% Converge 100 100
Avg. Path 19 23.667
Avg. Cost 23.4 38.8
10x10 Avg. Unit Cost 1.2316 1.6260
Avg. Time (s) 12.7255 12.2337
% Converge 100 60
Avg. Path 29 60.75
Avg. Cost 32.2 80.0
15x15 Avg. Unit Cost 1.1103 1.3110
Avg. Time (s) 37.8544 33.4482
% Converge 100 40
Avg. Path 49 63.2*
Avg. Cost 51.3 101*
25x25 Avg. Unit Cost 1.0469 1.6005*
Avg. Time (s) 337.8118 186.467*
% Converge 100 50*
*with a discount factor of 0.8
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easily recognizable. Used in the case of natural disaster response or ruins
exploration, reinforcement learning, specifically temporal difference learn-
ing, can be used to explore the area, as well as build an efficient navigation
map. In terms of the experiments implemented, Q-Learning performs better
than Sarsa in creating an efficient and safe path from a start to a goal. Us-
ing multiple synchronized systems across a map, where each system would
represent an episode, could reduce the time limitation found in Q-learning.
In this type of problem, Q-Learning does the best because of the importance
it places on exploration. On known, non-variable maps, Sarsa will do better
because it can exploit rewards in future states early.
2.2 Deep Reinforcement Learning
An advantage to using neural networks in reinforcement learning, speci-
ficially Q-learning, is that it can replace the Q-table. For complex systems
with numerous state-action pairs, maintaining a Q-table with that much data
becomes infeasible. For example, Q-tables work well for “closed-world”
problems, but not for typical “open-world” scenarios. Also, reinforcement
learning stems from that fact that not everything can be observed. The
demonstrator, or “expert”, may not reach every state or may move in a
stochastic fashion. Therefore, neural networks allow the system to general-
ize for unknown states and obstacles. Neural Networks are great for finding
complex features in complex functions, therefore, the traditional Q-table is
replaced by a network which approximates the value for each state-action
pair [19]. The Neural Inverse Reinforcement Learning algorithm in [40] is a
model-free implementation of deep reinforcement learning. It uses several
sensors on the robot as inputs into the neural network. It also uses the current
state, and any obstacle detected as inputs. Therefore, this method separates
a robot’s coordinates with its environment so that it can better generalize
its navigation [40]. Beyond just using neural networks for advanced rein-
forcement learning techniques, deep networks have become common prac-
tice. Deep networks allow agents to learn environments without the need to
handcraft features or to have full observability of the environment. Often
these networks use image data and several network layers to learn complex
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patterns [22].
Atari has been a common platform for Deep Reinforcement Learning.
Specifically, Deep Q-networks (DQN) developed by DeepMind (owned by
Google) use raw pixels and scores from classic Atari games to learn the cost
function for the games to maximize the score [21]. Most neural network
implementations of Q-learning are unstable or fail to converge due to non-
linear functions. These non-linear functions result in complex games (such
as in Atari) or tasks whereby the underlying reward function (or score) is
determined by complex combinations of the state features. By using deep
convolutional neural networks, complex state features can be learned to bet-
ter model a non-linear reward function. Storing an agent’s experience in re-
play memory also gives more stability to the network. Therefore, the system
is generating its own dataset to learn from. This method applies Q-learning
updates on mini-batches of experience that are drawn at random from a
pool of samples generated by the system’s own exploration. While this has
been a proven method to increase the efficiency of the system, especially
when using a GPU, this also allows the system to not get stuck in a Markov
loop which causes divergence because of high correlations between state
spaces. This idea was further built upon by Mnih et al. [20]. The algorithm
was modified to use multiple agents to learn rather than batch-processing
(replay). This method further uncorrelated state spaces because different
agents would be at different states. This method proved to converge much
faster, and also learn unknown environments better [20]. However, having
multiple agents in a non-simulated environment can prove to be a challenge,
therefore batch-processing as introduced in [21] is a more feasible option.
2.2.1 Deep Q-Networks
Mnih et al. [22] pioneered the use of deep neural networks in reinforcement
learning to learn a variety of Atari 2600 games. This work has been highly
cited, and has led as a base for further advancements in deep reinforcement
learning [22]. They use the idea of Deep Q-Networks (DQN) which uses a
deep neural network to approximate the Q-table using (2.5). This network
takes as an input raw image data from a game (state) and outputs an action.
The score of the game at each given state is fed in as the reward function,
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Figure 2.13: Deep Q-Network (DQN) Architecture. The input consists of an 84x84x4
image. Each hidden layer is followed by a rectifier non-linearity (max(0,x)) [22].
and the weights are iteratively optimized to achieve the highest score. The
game state image passes through several convolutional layers before going
into a fully connected layer to determine the next action out of 18 possi-
ble actions, this is shown in Fig. 2.13. As shown, the 18 possible actions
include 8 cardinal directions, a button press, and 8 cardinal directions with
a button press. However, do to the unstable nature of reinforcement learn-
ing when using nonlinear function approximators (neural networks), this
method has many faults. Correlations in sequences of observations may
cause Q-values to drastically change during training causing the algorithm
to diverge. Two methods used to overcome this instability are experience
replay and a separate target network. Using these methods, DQN was able
to provide a general framework to learn many Atari 2600 games at human
or super-human levels as shown in Fig. 2.14. Basic games such as Pinball,
Pong, Space Invaders, and Breakout out performed humans (super human
level). More complicated games with multiple goals or sequence restricted
navigation performed well below human level such as Ms. Pac-Man, Alien,
and River Raid [22].
2.2.1.1 Experience Replay
Experience replay is inspired by nature in the idea that learning a task can
be learned better if an agent (human or animal) uses their past learnings.
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Figure 2.14: Deep Q-Network results on Atari 2600 games when compared to a linear
learner [22].
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Therefore, as the network is being trained experience data from the agent
is stored in state-action-reward-nextState pairs (< s, a, r, s∗ >). Batches of
these experiences are drawn at random during training from an experience
replay buffer which contains a set number of experiences. As a new expe-
rience is learned it is added to the buffer and the oldest replay is removed.
These batch experiences are used to update the weights of the network as
the network navigates through a sequence of observations. This allows the
network to learn from a variety of past experience instead of finding a local
minima in the immediate episode it is learning in [22].
2.2.1.2 Separate Target Network
One main issue with Q-learning based reinforcement learning is that Q-
values are constantly shifted by small amounts during every iteration. These
constant shifts in values can cause a network to easily diverge, especially
early on when the updates have a larger magnitude. Using a separate target
network with Q-values that are only updated periodically is one solution to
this problem. The network continues to update Q-values iteratively, how-
ever, it will use the target network Q-values in its calculations. The target
Q-values are then updated periodically (adjustable hyper-parameter) with
the current calculated Q-values in the network. This gives the system stabil-
ity, and removes tightly coupled correlations from influencing the network
weights [22].
2.2.2 Double Deep Q-Networks
One set back found from using the traditional DQN [22] is that it may over-
estimate Q-values for certain actions in a state [35]. This poses a prob-
lem if Q-values for actions were not overestimated equally which is usually
the case. Therefore, during training there is a high chance that some sub-
optimal actions may be given a high Q-value early on which would cause
the system to fall into a local minima. Therefore Hasselt et al. [35] devel-
oped a technique called Double DQN (DDQN) which utilized the network
Q-values and target Q-values. In DQNs the max over Q-values is used to
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Figure 2.15: Double Deep Q-Network results on Atari 2600 games when compared to
DQN [35].
choose the next action and compute its Q-value. In Double DQN the Q-
values from the primary network are used to choose an action while the
target Q-network is used to generate the target Q-value for the chosen ac-
tion. Therefore, the action choice and target Q-value generation are decou-
pled which reduces overestimation and provides greater stability. In [35]
the DDQN outperformed DQN on every Atari 2600 game except for two as
shown in Fig. 2.15. The DDQN was also able to achieve super human level
in games where DQN could not.
2.2.3 Dueling Deep Q-Networks
Q-values directly correspond to how beneficial it is to take action (a) in
a given state (s). Wang et al. [37] splits these Q-values into two separate
values. One of the values is V (s) which indicates how good it is to be in
a given state. The second value is A(a) which is the advantage function
indicating the advantage of taking action a compared to the other possible
actions. Therefore, Q is decomposed as show in (2.7) [37].
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Figure 2.16: Dueling Deep Q-Network Architecture. The network splits into two layers
(V (s) on top, A(a) on bottom) which are combined at the end [37].
Q(s, a) = V (s) + A(a) (2.7)
Therefore, Dueling DQNs split the last layer in the DQN into two sub-
networks, one to compute V (s) and one to compute A(a). The outputs
of these networks are then combined to find the final Q-value (Q(s, a)) as
shown in Fig. 2.16 [37].
The idea of separating Q-values into these two value functions is to be
able to create robust state value estimates without having it be attached to a
specific action. For example, consider an agent in a room where it receives a
very high reward of being in the green zone and a very low reward of being
in the red zone. If the agent is in the green zone it is highly rewarding to be
in that zone, and no action needs to be taken to receive a reward. Therefore,
it does not make sense in this case to consider the value of being in the
green zone state being coupled with an action. By decoupling the value
of being in a state and the advantage of taking an action, more complex
and robust estimates can be made that allow for greater stability and faster
learning. The Atari 2600 games were used as the benchmark for testing and
it outperformed both DDQN and DQN architectures producing state-of-the-
art results [37]. Fig. 2.17 shows the performance increase over the Double
DQN [35].
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Figure 2.17: Dueling Deep Q-Network results on Atari 2600 games when compared to
Double DQN [37].
2.2.4 Deep Recurrent Q-Networks
DQNs [22], DDQNs [35], and Dueling DQNs [37] allow the agent to have
full access to the information of an environment. In other words, our sys-
tem has full observability in that it is given full state information of the
entire game state. For example, grid worlds and Atari 2600 games have
all the information of the world in a single state (no scrolling game play or
worlds). However most real world problems will not give an agent full ob-
servability. Assume an agent does not have access to all the information in
a world (partial observability), traditional DQN methods will not be able to
converge. For example, in cases where there are walls or doors an agent will
not know the states that are on the other side. Also, while spatial limitations
exist, temporal information is also crucial. Often, in single image inputs
motion, speed, and direction can be lost to an agent. Even in DQN architec-
tures, only 4 frames are used as an input, therefore in environments where
past information is even more crucial these 4 frames greatly limit what can
be learned. Environments where all information is not available to an agent
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Figure 2.18: Deep Recurrent Q-Network (DRQN) Architecture [11].
are called Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs).
Hausknecht et al. [11] found that the performance of DQNs decline when
trying to learn a POMDP and could be better learned using recurrent neural
networks. This created the Deep Recurrent Q-Network (DRQN) architec-
ture. Instead of passing in a series of images as input to the network, DRQNs
take in a single image. The difference lies in the first fully-connected layer
of the Dueling DQN being replaced with a recurrent LSTM layer. This
change can be seen in Fig. 2.18 [11].
As shown, the LSTM layer is inserted just before the value and advantage
layers are calculated (from the Dueling DQN architecture). Another change
in this network is in the experience replay. Instead of selecting a random
batch of experiences, DRQNs train on random batches of sequences of ex-
periences at a set length. This is important so that sequences can be learned
which is crucial to the recurrent nature of DRQNs. Using this network with
the Atari 2600 framework, DRQNs showed improvement on POMDP style
game play as shown in Fig. 2.19 [11]. As shown, while the DRQN did
well in some games, the original DQN architecture still beat it on many
Atari games. The DRQN performed the best on POMDP style games such
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Figure 2.19: DRQN results on Atari 2600 games when compared to the DQN architec-
ture [11].
as Frostbite and Double Dunk. However, one issue with using a recurrent
layer is that it breaks the MDP rule that reinforcement learning follows; the
next state only depends on the current state. However, DRQNs make next
state decisions based on previous states and actions, causing it not to adhere
to this rule.
Lample et al. [16] made a modification to this network to encourage only
accurate gradients were being propagated through the network. Using the
replay memory in sequences at a set trace length, only half of the errors of
the input sequences are propagated back through the network. More specif-
ically, the first half of the trace errors are not used. This was shown to
cut-down on non-accurate information from updating the network. Often
the first set of moves in a trace are random, where as the last moves in a
trace are more prone to be going on the right track. By using this method, it
was shown that the Atari game Doom was played at a much better rate than
traditional DRQN and Dueling DQN [16]. However, the size of the trace,
number of sampled episodes, and percentage of trace used in updates are
hyper-parameters that need to be adjusted for each application.
2.3 Apprenticeship Learning
Apprenticeship learning is a subset of inverse reinforcement learning. In-
verse reinforcement learning is the process of learning a cost/reward func-
tion that explains a set of demonstrations. In these cases, the system ob-
serves and attempts to learn from another system that performs some task.
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Unlike reinforcement learning, the cost-function (reward) does not need
to be known. Therefore, this type of system takes in an expert’s policy
(through demonstration) and learns a cost function based on its own state
features [13]. Apprenticeship learning is the process of learning a policy
which can model and generalize observed demonstrations. Often this is
obtained through the learned reward function from inverse reinforcement
learning. Both methods utilize and learn from a set of expert demonstra-
tions. Often these terms are interchangeable, however the primary differ-
ence is that inverse reinforcement learning’s end goal is to learn a reward
and apprenticeship learning’s end goal is to learn a policy.
Hamahata et al. [10] developed an imitation learning (inverse reinforce-
ment learning) algorithm that is used in two ways, one with supervised
learning and one with reward shaping. In supervised learning, the imitator
observes a demonstrator’s motion and attempts to model it. One issue with
this is that this is a black box learning technique. The imitator can observe
the final state of the demonstrator, but it has no knowledge of hidden states
and actions used to create the motion. This can be mitigated if the imitator
knows the inverse control model of the demonstrator system. The inverse
control model would allow the imitator to accurately replicate the motions
of the demonstrator to get to the final state. Hamahata et al. [10], assumes
that the imitator obtains the estimated actions over a discrete time from the
demonstrator. This then allows the imitator to find the optimal control to
imitate the demonstrator using least squares or ridge regression. In reward
shaping a more implicit approach to imitation learning is used. This method
attempts to create a reward function from the observations of the demonstra-
tor. In many cases, changing a rewards function also changes the optimal
policy of the system. However, the rewards function found is designed to
be included as an aggregate term to the underlying rewards function. The
additional rewards function is defined as (2.8) [10].
rsubt+1 = γφ(xt+1)− φ(xt) (2.8)
Where x is the state, t is the time step, γ is the discount factor, and rsub is the
rewards function. The value of this is added to the value of the underlying
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rewards function. In the additional rewards function, the φ term is defined
when it is equal to the optimal value function. Using this shaping method
the imitator has a faster learning rate [10].
One challenge of inverse reinforcement learning is limited demonstra-
tions and not performing the exact task as the demonstrator. In these cases,
traditional imitation learning is not a feasible option. Atkeson et al. [6] pro-
pose a method to learn an optimal policy rather than just a reward. This
means that the system learns at the task level rather than just matching pat-
terns which is useful for cases where the exact motion of the demonstrator
is not learned. They explore the inverse pendulum problem, and attempts to
solve it using reinforcement learning. This approach proved to be limited
by intricately complex movements, however it did demonstrate a sense of
learned movement from demonstration [6].
2.3.1 Bayesian Inverse Reinforcement Learning
One method of solving an inverse reinforcement learning problem is using
a Bayesian process. Ramachandran et al. [29] created a Bayesian Inverse
Reinforcement Learning (BIRL) algorithm that allowed for imperfect and
incomplete expert data. By using a probability distribution the uncertainty
present in expert data sets can be modeled. This allows for complicated
tasks to be learned since the transitions from state to state are not only
stochastic but may be due to a complex reward function. To do this, a poste-
rior distribution is derived for the rewards obtained from a prior distribution
and a probabilistic model of the expert’s actions given by the reward func-
tion. Given a set of observations (O), from an expert (X), two observations
can be made: the expert is attempting to maximize its total accumulated re-
ward, R, and the expert executes on a fixed policy that does not change over
time or based on a decision. Therefore, the Bayesian probability of k obser-
vations (O) given the reward (R) can be assumed independent as shown in
(2.9) [29].
PrX(OX |R) = PrX(O1|R)PrX(O2|R)...P rX(Ok|R) (2.9)
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In terms of the expert, the goal is to maximize the accumulated reward
which is equivalent to performing the action which causes a states Q∗ value
to be maximum. Using this, the more confident we are in the expert’s abil-
ity to choose a good action (denoted as αX) the likelihood increases on the
prediction that the expert would choose action a in state s. This is shown in
(2.10) [29].
PrX(OX |R) = 1
Z
eαX
∑
iQ
∗(si,ai,R) (2.10)
Where,
∑
iQ
∗(si, ai, R) is the expected value of the observations (si, ai)
using R. Z is a normalizing constant. To compute the posterior probability
of the reward function Bayes theorem is used as shown in (2.11) [29].
PrX(R|OX) = PrX(OX |R)Pr(R)
Pr(OX)
=
1
Z ′
eαX
∑
iQ
∗(si,ai,R) ∗ Pr(R) (2.11)
To use this in apprenticeship learning tasks a policy loss function must be
defined. The loss function (2.12) [29] for learning a policy pi is based on
some norm (p) of the difference between the optimal values for each state
achieved using the optimal policy for R (V ∗(R)) and the values for each
state achieved using the learned policy for Rpi (V pi(R)). The goal is to find
the pi that will minimize the expected policy loss over the posterior distribu-
tion of R.
Lppolicy(R|pi) = ‖V ∗(R)− V pi(R)‖p (2.12)
One challenge lies in the computation of a posterior distribution for R at
a specific point. This is because this calculation relies on calculating the
optimal Q-function which is not efficient. Therefore a modification is made
to release this constraint. As the algorithm learns it keeps track of the policy
(pi) that is optimal for the current infered reward (R). Using a uniform
sampling (R˜) from the neigbors of R the Q-values for pi are computed for
all state-action pairs (s, a), Qpi(s, a, R˜). If the Q-value for a state using
pi, (Qpi(s, pi(s), R˜)), is less than the Q-value for a state with any action,
(Qpi(s, a, R˜)), then, a new p˜i is found by updating the Q-values using policy
iteration using expert data, R˜, and pi. Then with probability of f(R˜,p˜i)f(R,pi) , R
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is set to R˜ and pi is set to p˜i, otherwise only R is set to R˜ with probability
f(R˜,p˜i)
f(R,pi) . This algorithm returns the final calculated R after all iterations are
complete [29].
2.3.2 Gaussian Process Inverse Reinforcement Learning
An issue with many inverse reinforcement learning algorithms is that they
assume a linear reward function. This limits the extent of what inverse re-
inforcement learning can learn from an expert. For example, in a highway
driving model used by Levine et al. [17], an agent needs to learn how to
avoid cars going a fixed speed, choose the speed it is going, and make sure it
is not speeding when it is within two car-lengths from a police vehicle. The
connection between the speed and proximity to a police vehicle makes the
underlying reward function nonlinear. To learn nonlinear rewards, Gaussian
processes are used with inverse reinforcement learning, which is referred to
as Gaussian Process Inverse Reinforcement Learning (GPIRL) [28] [17]. A
key to GPIRL’s success is its ability to combine the probabilistic reasoning
of stochastic expert behavior with the ability to learn a nonlinear function
of features for the reward [17]. As the name suggests, GPIRL is modeled
as a Gaussian process whose structure is determined by a kernel function.
In Gaussian process regression, the noisy observations y of the true outputs
u are used. GPIRL learns u which in turn represents the rewards that are
associated with the feature coordinates Xu. These coordinates can be the
feature values of all states present or a subset of all states. Any state not
present in the observations have their reward inferred by Gaussian process.
The goal of GPIRL is to learn the kernel hyper-parameters θ that reveals the
structure of the reward (r). Therefore, the values of u and θ are found by
maximizing their probability with respect to the expert demonstrations D as
shown in (2.13) [17].
P (u, θ|D,Xu) ∝ P (D, u, θ|Xu) = [
∫
r
P (D|r)P (r|u, θ,Xu)dr]P (u, θ|Xu)
(2.13)
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Where P (D|r) is the IRL term, P (r|u, θ,Xu) is the Gaussian process pos-
terior, and P (u, θ|Xu) is the Gaussian process probability. The Gaussian
posterior represents the probability of the reward function with respect to u
and θ. The Gaussian process probability is the prior probability of an as-
signment to u and θ. The log of this function gives the Gaussian process
log marginal likelihood which will favor simple kernel functions and those
values of u that support the current kernel matrix. Using the automatic rele-
vance detection (ARD) kernel with θ = {β,Λ} states with different highly-
weighted features will take on different reward values whereas states with
similar highly-weighted features will take on similar reward values. In this
case β is the overall variance and Λ represents the weights on each feature.
The process of learning Λ gives features that are less relevant low weights,
and features that are very relevant high weights. One advantage to GPIRL
is that while Xu needs to cover the space of feature values, fewer points
are needed than are states. This is advantageous with problems with large
state-spaces. Xu contains feature values for all states visited in D, as well
as additional random states to add to the overall count of Xu [17] .
Levine et al. [17] compared GPIRL performance to FIRL, MaxEnt, and
MaxEnt/Lp. In the object world experiments it was shown that GPIRL
needed significantly less expert demonstrations to converge to a solution
when compared to the other algorithms. It was also shown that when novel
states were presented, GPIRL learned more accurate rewards than the other
algorithms. Using the highway driving model, an experiment with nonlin-
ear rewards tough on many IRL algorithms, GPIRL was able to successfully
learn the reward structure [17]. Qiao et al. [28] also saw similar success with
GPIRL. In experiments, they compared GPIRL with Linear Inverse Rein-
forcement Learning (LIRL) and Convex Programming Inverse Reinforce-
ment Learning (CPIRL). In the GridWorld experiment, each algorithm con-
verged, however, GPIRL converged much faster than LIRL (2 times slower)
and CPIRL (1.8 times slower). They also used a discrete version of the
hill climb problem where environment information was skipped (partially
observable). GPIRL was able to successfully build the reward structure de-
spite not having all of the information. Therefore, GPIRL was shown to
be able to find the reward structure with fewer observations than LIRL and
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CPIRL [28].
2.3.3 Maximum Entropy Inverse Reinforcement Learning
In many imitation learning problems, modeling sequential decision-making
behavior is often very difficult due to the lack of foresight in these systems.
Ziebart et al. [41] developed an inverse reinforcement technique based on
the principle of maximum entropy theory to counter this. They tackled mod-
eling real-world navigation and driving behaviors by sampling noisy and
imperfect data from driving “experts”. Their approach was able to model
route preferences of drivers as well as infer destinations and routes based
on partial trajectories using GPS data of taxi-cab driving. The environment
they tested in was a known-fixed structure of the world (such as a road net-
work) with known actions characterized by various road features such as
speed limit and number of lanes.
The idea of inverse reinforcement learning revolves on an agent opti-
mizing a function that linearly maps features of each state (sj) to a reward
value. Therefore, the reward value of an “expert” data sample, or trajectory,
is a sum of state rewards which can be simplified to the reward weights,
(θ), applied to the feature counts in a trajectory/path (ζ) (2.14) as shown in
(2.15) [41].
f ζ =
∑
sj∈ζ
f sj (2.14)
reward(fζ) = θ · fζ =
∑
sj∈ζ
θ · fsj (2.15)
A major problem of using “expert” trajectories is that an inverse rein-
forcement algorithm may find a preference for one path over others. This
poses a problem that an agent will only learn a path and not how features of
a state can help in path decision making. Using maximum entropy this prob-
lem is solved by choosing a distribution that does not exhibit a path pref-
erence. Using this probabilistic model for deterministic (no randomness)
path distributions, trajectories with the same final reward will be treated
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Figure 2.20: Maximum Entropy versus Action-based selection diagram [41]. See text for
description.
equally, where a preference will only be given for trajectories with higher
reward. Trajectories with a higher reward will have an exponentially higher
probability. For example, given the diagram in Fig. 2.20, assume that from
A → B each path provides the same reward. It can be seen that with an
action-oriented model that path 3 will have a 50% probability of being cho-
sen and paths 1 and 2 will have a 25% probability of being chosen. With a
Maximum Entropy model each path would have equal probability because
they produce the same reward. This is shown in (2.16) [41], where Z(θ)
is the partition function which will always converge given trajectories that
reach a reward-giving goal in a finite number of steps.
reward(P (ζ i)|θ) = 1
Z(θ)
eθ·fζi =
1
Z(θ)
e
∑
sj∈ζi θ·fsj (2.16)
For non-deterministic (random) path distributions, (2.16) must be altered
to take randomness in path distributions into account. Most Markov Deci-
sion Processes (MDP) that relate to real-world environments or dynamics
will have non-deterministic transitions between states, meaning that an ac-
tion that is supposed to transition to one state may not do so with some
probability . Therefore, this distribution over paths produces a stochas-
tic policy where the probability of an action is weighted by the expected
rewards of all paths that begin with that action as shown in (2.17) [41].
reward(P (action|θ, T ) ∝
∑
ζ:action∈ζt=0
P (ζ|θ, T ) (2.17)
Therefore, to find the optimal weights the likelihood of the observed data
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is maximized under the maximum entropy distribution (2.18) [41]. Since
this function will be convex for deterministic MDPs the optima is found
using the gradient which is defined by the difference between the expected
feature counts from the expert and the learner’s expected feature counts rep-
resented in terms of expected state visitation frequencies, Dsi. The gradient
descent for the weights is shown in (2.19) [41]. At the optima, the feature
expectations will match which will show that the learner performs equiva-
lently to the demonstrated behavior even if the reward weights found are not
the same as the ground truth.
θ∗ = argmaxθL(θ) = argmaxθ ∗
∑
trajectories
log
(
ζ˜|θ, T
)
(2.18)
5 L(θ) = f˜ −
∑
ζ
P (ζ|θ, T )fζ = f˜ −
∑
si
DsiFsi (2.19)
Ziebart et al. [41] uses Maximum Entropy IRL to recover a reward func-
tion for predicting driving behavior and route recommendation. The model
of this problem contained over 300,000 states (road segments) and 900,000
actions. All expert trajectories were assumed to reach a goal while optimiz-
ing time, safety, stress, fuel costs, and maintenance costs. This is used as the
cost function for this system, whereas the destination for all trajectories is
the state where no additional cost is incurred. The expert trajectories were
GPS traces from 25 taxi drivers which resulted in over 100,000 miles of
collected data over 3,000 hours of driving. Each state (road segment) was
characterized by: road type, speed, lanes, and transitions. Using the Max-
imum Entropy IRL model, state-of-the-art results were achieved for path
matching [41].
2.3.4 IRL using DQN
One modification to inverse reinforcement is using a DQN (such as the one
in Section 2.2.1) in the value iteration step to determine the Q-values. Shar-
ifzadeh et al. [31] used this type of network to teach a simulation to drive in
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Figure 2.21: Deep Q-Network Architecture (DQN) in IRL [31]. See text for description.
a highway environment. The agent was placed in a three lane highway and
expert data was used to teach it to merge into lanes and not hit cars using
three actions (forward, right, left). The inputs to the system were values
of 13 sensors that were discretized into 16 bins of visibility that indicated
whether or not their was an obstacle. This resulted in 208 binary features
which allowed for 252 states. The feature weights obtained from the IRL
step were fed into the DQN to produce an output value for each action,
or policy. The DQN step is shown in Fig. 2.21. Through experimentation it
was shown that the reward was successfully able to be extracted from expert
demonstrations in large state spaces.
2.4 Deep Inverse Reinforcement Learning
A relatively new field that has come into the realm of reinforcement learning
is Deep Inverse Reinforcement Learning (Deep IRL) or Deep Apprentice-
ship Learning. This is the idea of using expert data to teach systems com-
plex tasks. Just as in reinforcement learning, the Deep IRL networks take in
complex data types, such as images. However, just as in regular IRL, these
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networks do not find a policy, but instead find a reward structure based on
learning a policy from an expert. There are many challenges to this, in that
the reward function an expert uses is assumed to not be known. The expert
is assumed to make optimal and perfect moves, however, ideally many of
these datasets come from experts behaving in a stochastic manner. Expert
data that is not stochastic brings about an issue of the expert not exploring
its entire world, meaning when the system encounters a state that it did not
learn from the expert it is unable to generalize well.
Unlike in deep reinforcement learning, research using raw pixel images
in this area is limited. Much of the expert data is displayed as trajectory
movements or direct observations from an expert. While this works, it does
not generalize well to tasks in the real world where only a series of videos
may be available to learn from. The issue with pixel data is that the system
must first understand the task it is observing, extract the policy from the
expert, then create a generalized reward system for an agent to follow. This
makes it a much more complex problem than reinforcement learning, but its
a problem that is needed to be solved to expand deep learning to agents in
the real world.
2.4.1 Deep Gaussian Process IRL
Jin et al. [14] took the successful GPIRL architecture from Section 2.3.2 and
modified it to work with a deep network. This furthers the advantages of
Gaussian process by allowing to learn even more complex reward structures
across very large state spaces with limited expert demonstrations. Another
advantage of using a deep network for GPIRL is that it is not reliant on pre-
defined features like its non-deep counterpart. This allows for learning more
complex reward structures from complex tasks where features may not be
obvious. Deep GPIRL uses a deep belief network with Gaussian process
and Gaussian process latent variable model layers. Its goal is to learn an ab-
stract reward structure using small data sets which mimics a human’s ability
to perform inductive reasoning after a few experiences. The Deep GPIRL
architecture is shown in Fig. 2.22. As shown, W stands for inducing points
for the first Gaussian process layer which are small set of data points that
are learned or selected directly. V is the learned distribution, or selection,
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Figure 2.22: Deep GPIRL Architecture [14].
of those points. Z and f act in a similar fashion as W and V for the second
Gaussian process layer. B and D are the latent and noisy outputs from the
first Gaussian process layer. X is the state feature representation, r is the
learned latent reward that is learned from X to explain the demonstrations
M . Using the Deep GPIRL in experiments, particularly ObjectWorld and
BinaryWorld, it performs better than traditional IRL algorithms using fewer
demonstrations.
2.4.2 Deep Maximum Entropy IRL
Wulfmeier et al. [39] used multi-layer neural networks to use Maximum
Entropy IRL (from Section 2.3.3) without the need to hand-craft features.
Using similar grid environments as [41], a neural network (specifically a
Fully Convolutional Neural Network) with wide convolutional layers (width
one) is used to learn spatial features based on raw input.
The first tests of this network used a regular neural network structure
without any convolution layers, therefore the inputs were expert trajectories
not images. The output of this neural network is used to estimate the reward
function as is done in traditional inverse reinforcement algorithms. The in-
put of this network is expert demonstrations (µaD) of state (s), action (a),
reward pairings. The high level algorithm deals with iterating over n epochs
which represent the amount of gradient descent iterations. First, randomly
intialized weights (α) are forward propagated in the neural network. The
reward (rn) is then extracted from this model and used to find an approxi-
mate policy (pin) using value iteration. This policy is then used to find the
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expected state visitation frequency (E|µn|) for each state (s) as defined in
Section 2.3.3. The maximum entropy loss is found by (2.20) [39] using
maximum entropy theory. The gradient is computed by taking the gradient
of (2.20) with respect to the reward (rn) which is equivalent to the differ-
ence of the expected state visitation frequency of the expert (µD) and learner
expected state visitation frequency (E|µn|) as shown in (2.21) [39]. This is
the same gradient calculation as found in [41]. This gradient is then back-
propagated through the network to update nodes. The weights (α) are then
also updated with this gradient and the algorithm repeats until the number
of epochs is reached.
LnD = log(pi
n)× µaD (2.20)
δLnD
δrn
= µD − E|µn| (2.21)
Wulfmeier et al. [39] implemented and analyzed their DeepIRL solution
on two types of environments, Objectworld and Binaryworld. An object-
world consists of an M ×M grid representing M 2 possible states. There
are five possible actions for an agent to move (up, down, left, right, stay in
place). The state features are defined as the minimum distance to colored
objects. The objects can be one of C colors. The reward is defined as posi-
tive for grid cells which are within a distance of three units from color one
and a distance of two units from color two. The reward is defined as neg-
ative for grid cells which are only within distance of three units from color
one, and zero otherwise.
The binary world consists of states being randomly assigned blue or red.
The feature vector for each state is a binary vector of length nine which en-
coded the color of each cell in a 3× 3 neighborhood. The reward is positive
if four out of nine neighboring states are blue, negative if exactly five are
blue, and zero otherwise. The binary world relies on a direct relationship
between states which makes it a unique, and complex problem to solve.
For both worlds the DeepIRL network produced state of the art results.
Inclusion of convolutional layers, Fully Convolutional Neural Network
(FCNN) with width one, allowed for the input of raw data without the need
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of hand-crafted features (such as what is needed for object world and binary
world). The raw input is the entire state-space with what each state occupies
(objects for object world, color for binary world). This allows the network
to not only learn an appropriate reward function but also spatial features of
the input environment in terms of the expert trajectory data. One drawback
of this is that more expert samples are needed for training to match per-
formance of DeepIRL network without a CNN, however, this extends this
architecture to take in raw image data to learn complex tasks in difficult
environments [39].
2.4.3 Deep Apprenticeship Learning
Markovikj [18] used a deep architecture to perform IRL on various games
using raw pixel inputs. These games were Atari games; Freeway, Space
Invaders, and Seaquest. This was done through the creation of a multi-part
architecture known as Deep Apprenticeship Learning (DAL). The two parts
of this architecture are Deep Apprenticeship Q-Network (DAQN) and Deep
Apprenticeship Reward Network (DARN).
2.4.3.1 Deep Apprenticeship Q-Network
The DAQN [18] is used to take in raw inputs from expert game play (DE)
to extract the policy the expert is using. This is used to learn a reward (or
score) function which rates actions for states, much like the Q-function.
Therefore, training this network will learn the expert’s policy. This network
was created using convolutional layers, similar to the Deep Q-Network [22].
The inputs to this network are 83× 83 raw pixel images representing states.
Tests were done with feeding in one to four frames per input. The network
was updated using batch processing of 32 samples. The architecture of the
network is shown in Fig. 2.23. As shown, this architecture outputs a softmax
prediction between three possible actions (stay, up, down). Therefore, for
every state (raw pixel input) the network predicts the next action to be taken.
The loss function of this network is shown in (2.22) [18].
J(w) =
∑
a
[qw(s, a)− qˆ(s, a)]2 (2.22)
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Figure 2.23: Deep Apprenticeship Q-Network (DAQN) Architecture [18].
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Where, w are the learned weights, qw(s, a) is the softmax output of the
DAQN and qˆ(s, a) is the actual action taken by the expert represented by a
one-hot array. Therefore, for inputs (s = sn, a = an ∈ DE), the array qˆ is
1 if a = an and 0 otherwise. The network is updated using AdaGrad where
each parameter has its own learning rate, η learned over time.
2.4.3.2 Deep Apprenticeship Reward Network
Once the DAQN is trained, the DARN [18] is used to extract the reward
function from the learned expert policy in the DAQN. The DARN has the
same architecture as the DAQN (shown in Fig. 2.23). However, it uses the
output from the DAQN before the softmax in its loss function. The input
to DARN is a (s, a, s′) pairing where s is an 83 × 83 image representing a
state, a is the action taken at that state, and s′ is the next state after taking
action a from state s. The loss function for DARN uses an L2 norm and is
shown in (2.23) [18].
Jr(w) = ‖rw(s, a)− rˆ(s, a)‖2 (2.23)
Where, w are the learned weights, rw(s, a) is the output of the DARN and
rˆ(s, a) is the current value of (s, a) from the DAQN (2.24) [18]. When
compared to the temporal difference Bellman equation, rw(s, a) is the target
value of (s, a) and rˆ(s, a) is the current value (learned from the expert) of
(s, a).
rˆ(s, a) = DAQNPS(s, a)− γmax
a′
DAQNPS(s′, a′) (2.24)
Where, DAQNPS(s, a) are the presoft values of the DAQN with inputs
(s, a) and maxa′DAQNPS(s′, a′) is the maximum presoft value of the
DAQN with inputs (s′, a′). γ is the discount factor on how much to weight
future states. Therefore, the expanded loss function for the DAQN is shown
in (2.25) [18]. The overall training architecture for DARN is shown in
Fig. 2.24.
Jr(w) = ‖rw(s, a)−(DAQNPS(s, a)−γmax
a′
DAQNPS(s′, a′))‖2 (2.25)
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The DARN is trained using random state to state transitions contained in a
separate dataset from the expert data, Dg. This allows the system to gener-
alize to all states, even ones not explored by the expert.
2.4.3.3 Results
Once training on the DARN is complete, the system can now be used to pre-
dict next actions given a state. Due to the complexity of Space Invaders, this
type of network did not generalize to its game play. However, it performed
better on the simple game of Freeway, obtaining a score higher than other
non-deep IRL algorithms (Sarsa) but much lower than humans, as shown in
Fig. 2.25 [18].
2.4.4 Deep Q-Learning from Demonstrations
Hester et al. [12] undertook the challenge of bringing deep reinforcement
learning to real world tasks. They recognized, that while exploration in tra-
ditional reinforcement learning works well in simulation, it is not practical
in physical environments. Instead, they propose an algorithm that extends
traditional DQNs to train with expert data using transfer learning theory
called Deep Q-Learning from Demonstrations (DQfD). They use important
aspects of DQN such as Double DQN and experience replay. To update
the Q-values of the network with values from the target network the cost
function in (2.26) [12] is used.
JDQ(Q) = (r(s, a) + γQ(st+1, a
max
t+1 ; θ
′)−Q(s, a; θ))2 (2.26)
Where θ′ are the parameters of the target network, and θ are the parameters
of the current network [35]. However, due to the supervised learning step
of using expert demonstrations, the cost function needs to be updated to
include (2.27) [12].
JE(Q) = maxa∈A[Q(s, a) + l(s, aE, a)]−Q(s, aE) (2.27)
Where aE is the action the expert takes in state s. l(s, aE, a) is a margin
function which equates to 0 when a = aE and a positive number (usually 1)
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Figure 2.24: Deep Apprenticeship Learning (DAL) Architecture [18].
Figure 2.25: DAL results for Atari 2600 Freeway compared to a random agent, human
player, and Sarsa algorithm [18].
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otherwise. This will allow for the expert’s decisions to be weighted higher.
An L2 regularization term is also used and applied to the weights and biases
of the network to prevent from over-fitting on small expert datasets. There-
fore, the entire loss function is (2.28) [12]. Where λ1 and λ2 are weights for
each of the losses.
J(Q) = JDQ(Q) + λ1JE(Q) + λ2JL2(Q) (2.28)
For experience replay, a shared approach is used. This means that with
probability p an expert experience (s, a, s′, reward) will be chosen from
the entire set of expert demonstrations and with probability 1− p a random
demonstration will be chosen from the set of the agent’s experiences held
in a limited buffer to batch update the network weights. When the buffer
of agent experiences is full, older experiences will be over-written with new
ones.
The algorithm for DQfD is shown in Algorithm 3. Using the Atari game
dataset and a custom-made game called Catch the DQfD algorithm was
compared to DQN. In most cases, DQfD learned faster due to the transfer
learning step and out performed DQN and Double DQN. When compared to
the Double DQN [35] the DQfD algorithm performed better on many Atari
2600 games and comparable on others as shown in Fig. 2.26.
Algorithm 3 DQfD [12]
for steps t ∈ epochs do
Get batch of n transitions from expert data
Calculate loss J(Q) in (2.28)
Update θ using gradient descent
for steps t ∈ epochs do
Sample action a from network given a state
Play action a and observe (s′, reward)
Store experience into replay buffer for agent experience (s, a, s′, reward)
Get batch of n transitions from expert experience (p) and agent experience (1− p)
Calculate loss J(Q) in (2.28)
Update θ using gradient descent
At time interval τ update θ′ with θ
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Figure 2.26: Deep Q-learning from Demonstrations (DQfD) results for Atari 2600 games
compared to Double DQN and Imitation Learning (supervised learning) [12].
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Chapter 3
Dataset and Technologies
3.1 Maze World
Maze World is a variation of Grid World, without negative valued states. An
agent is placed inside a binary maze where white spaces are open and black
spaces are walls the agent cannot go through. The objective of the world
is for the agent to navigate through the maze to a goal. An example of this
world is shown in Fig. 3.1. As shown in the figure, the world is composed
of 100 × 100 pixels which represent a 10 × 10 maze. These mazes were
generated in Python using example code from [3] which creates an m × n
grided maze in an M ×N pixel image, where m and n are factors of M and
N , respectively. For example, a 100×100 pixel image (M = 100, N = 100)
would hold a 10× 10 gridded maze (m = 10, n = 10). At any white space
in the maze there exists a path to any other white space on the maze that
is unobstructed by a black space. This allows the goal to be put at any
open white space in the maze. There is also only one optimal path to the
Figure 3.1: Maze World Example: White spaces are open, Black spaces are blocked, and
the Gray space is the goal.
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Figure 3.2: Maze World with Agent: small, dark gray square represents agent.
goal from any white space. To make the dataset simpler, the mazes were
converted into a single-channel 8-bit integer image representations.
An agent is placed in the maze randomly in any white space. The agent
is represented by a smaller dark gray square as shown in Fig. 3.2. The goal
of the agent is to make it to the goal in the least number of steps. The agent
has four possible actions; Move Right, Move Down, Move Left, Move Up.
Actions are one-hot enconded. If the agent hits a wall (black) it loses, if it
hits the goal it wins. At each step, the agent moves a full grid step. In the
back-end, the maze is treated like am×n grid, and Python’s PIL framework
is used to generate the graphics used for simulation and dataset generation.
3.1.1 Expert Data
Expert data is needed to teach an agent through demonstration. To generate
expert data, a maze is created and an agent is placed randomly inside of
the maze at any valid space. Then using Python’s networkx library, the 2D
grided maze is converted into a graph. Then using the networkx function
single source shortest path(), every path from a valid point to the goal is
computed using Dijkstra’s algorithm. These paths are then used to allow the
agent to traverse through the maze to the goal in the least amount of steps
possible.
3.1.2 Random Data
Random data is needed to ensure that the agent is able to have experience at
every space in the maze. Expert data will be able to hit all of these spaces,
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but it will only ever choose one action (the optimal action) in these spaces.
To generate random data, a maze is created and an agent is placed randomly
inside of the maze at any valid space. The agent then takes any valid action
randomly to move to another valid space, this action does not necessarily
have to be optimal. This data does not continue after this, only the original
state of the agent, the action taken, and state after the agent performs the
action is stored.
3.1.3 Datasets
Expert data and random data are stored as GIFs. To do this, at each move-
ment of the agent an image is generated (such as in Fig. 3.2) to represent
the current state of the agent in the maze. For expert data these images are
collected until the agent reaches the goal. The images are then combined
into a GIF and saved for later use. Each action the agent takes is saved into
a text file to be used later. The same is done for the random data, except that
the GIFs were only two images total. To obtain the two images, the agent
is placed randomly in the maze which accounts for one of the images, the
agent then takes a random action to end in another state, this accounts for
the second image.
Two types of datasets were created for expert data and random data; same
and random.
3.1.3.1 Same
“Same” means that the maze the agent is in does not change. Therefore, the
expert data and random data use the same maze, however the placement of
the agent will change. This dataset is used to show whether or not a system
can learn a single task without generalizing what the task is.
3.1.3.2 Random
“Random” means that the agent will be placed in mazes varying in structure.
Therefore, the expert data and random data use different randomly generated
mazes, and the placement of the agent changes in each maze. This dataset
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is used to show whether or not a system can learn a single task while also
generalizing what the task is.
3.1.4 Simulation
Given a maze, current placement of the agent, and the action to be per-
formed, a simulation of the maze task can be completed. This is used in
testing as well as in training to show how well the agent is learning and to
gather data. At each step, the simulation environment tells the system the
new state of the agent (image of maze with agent), whether or not the agent
has reached the goal, and whether or not the agent has crashed into a wall. If
the simulation is fed an initial maze image, it will keep that maze for the rest
of the simulations (in cases where the same maze is being tested) otherwise
it will use a randomly generated maze. If the simulation is given no initial
state, it will randomly place the agent in the maze.
3.1.5 Processing Data
To make the saved GIFs and action-list text files usable to the system archi-
tectures, some pre-processing needs to be done. First, the GIFs are read in
frame by frame. These frames are then converted to the data size needed
using Python Image Library’s (PIL) image resize function. These are then
saved into a numpy array of shape [?, data size, data size, 1]. As shown,
all the data is square. The actions are read out of the action-list and con-
verted into one-hot encoded vectors stored into a numpy array of shape
[?, number of actions]. These arrays are then split into test, train, and
reward datasets for the image data and action data. These split arrays are
then stored into an h5py file so that they can be accessed faster and more
efficiently when the system is run again.
3.2 Tools and Technology
3.2.1 Python
Python 3.5.2 was used in this research using Anaconda. Python served as
a quick development environment, and allowed for a variety of debugging
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strategies. Much of the research in deep learning or reinforcement learning
is done using Python, so running example code from others’ research was
made easy by using this scripting language.
3.2.2 TensorFlow
TensorFlow 1.0 [5] was used for this research. TensorFlow is an open source
library for Python developed by Google. It is mostly used for numerical
computation using data flow graphs, and is primarily used to build a variety
of neural networks. This framework allows users to easily implement deep
architectures and run a variety of analysis and training tools.
3.2.3 Python Imaging Library
Python Imaging Library (PIL) adds image processing and creation tools to
Python. The PIL library was used in many ways in this research including
dataset generation, dataset processing, and result visualization.
3.2.4 Numpy
Numpy is a Python library that allows for complex data management and
mathematical operations, especially in the linear algebra space. TensorFlow
heavily relies on numpy for its powerful mathematical operations. Numpy
was also used in this research for data storage and manipulation.
3.2.5 h5py
h5py is a Python package to implement the HDF5 binary data format. This
format allows for the storage of large amounts of data to be loaded effi-
ciently at a later time. In this research, the datasets were often large and
a huge bottleneck for the system, however, after converting the data and
storing it with h5py, reading the data was done in seconds. This severely
cut-down on run-time (from 6 hours for data reading to 30 seconds).
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Chapter 4
Proposed Methodologies
4.1 Deep Apprenticeship Learning Network Modifications
4.1.1 No Pooling Layers
One issue with the Deep Apprenticeship Learning (DAL) architecture [18]
in Section 2.4.3, is its use of pooling layers. Pooling does well in classifica-
tion to increase performance, however it removes many fine details that are
necessary in task completion and understanding. Removing the pooling af-
ter each convolution layer results in slower training, but allows the network
to learn from smaller details within the images given. For example, using
Maze World, pooling layers would remove the goal and the agent from ex-
isting after the first layer, causing all of the states going through the network
to look almost identical. This was shown in testing the DAL network when
it would predict the same action be taken for each state presented.
4.1.2 Transfer Learning
Another change to the DAL architecture [18] is the use of transfer learning.
In the current implementation of DAL, the DAQN and DARN are trained
separately. This means that, while they use the same network architecture,
the DARN network starts with random weights and biases to learn from the
DAQN network. Instead, using a methodology called transfer learning, the
DARN network is initialized with the same weights as the trained DAQN
network. This allows the DARN network to have a good starting point in
understanding the structure of the states so that its main focus is on updating
its state-action values and not processing the image. This also allows it to
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learn faster, and with a lower cost.
4.1.3 Using Q-Learning
On top of removing pooling layers and including transfer learning, method-
ologies from Q-learning were also implemented. In its current form, the
DAQN network in DAL [18] does not use Q-updates to compute its loss.
Instead it uses the softmax of the output of the network to compare it to the
action it is supposed to be. While a method like this would work in clas-
sification, it is unstable in task learning because it leads to large jumps in
updating the weights of the network. Instead the loss function was changed
to be more representative of Q-learning for both the DAQN and DARN net-
works as shown in (4.1).
J(Q) = [R(s, a) + γ ∗maxa′Q(s′, a′)−Q(s, a)]2 (4.1)
4.1.3.1 Reward Abstraction
An inherit issue with using Q-learning is the need for the reward R. The
purpose of apprenticeship learning is to find the reward model from given
expert demonstrations, which means that the reward for each step an agent
or expert takes is not known. By abstracting the reward function from step-
level to task-level, it serves as a task completion modifier for the loss. For
example, for each step taken by the expert if the task is not complete the
reward is 0, if the task is complete the reward is +100, and if the task is
failed the reward is −100. Since the expert data used is all successful, only
the last transition for the expert into the goal is given a reward of +100.
For the DARN network, the same loss function is used, but instead of using
random data (as in section 3.1.2) the network “plays against itself” to accrue
more experience. Therefore, the agent starts in a maze in a random location
and performs a step based on the network output from the state it is in. If
the step is into the goal the reward is +100, if it hits a wall or takes too long
it is −100 (and the maze resets), otherwise it is 0.
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4.1.3.2 Experience Replay
Upon creating experiences using the DARN network, the network will be
updated through mini-batches of experiences in the form of (s, a, s′, r). As
the agent gains more experiences and fills its replay buffer the older experi-
ences are overwritten by the newer ones. This allows the network to learn
only from the most recent experiences to weed out “bad habits” from earlier
experiences.
4.2 Deep Q-Network Implementations
Robust learning models have been observed in the realm of Deep Q-Learning
and its modifications. While these architectures do extremely well in rein-
forcement learning, their methodologies have not been used much in deep
apprenticeship learning. Two methodologies from this space include shared
experience and Dueling Deep Q-networks. Both of these network modifi-
cations use the Deep Q-Network architecture [22] which is fully convolu-
tional, and has been proven successful in task completion environments in
the Atari world.
4.2.1 Using Shared Experience Replay
Experience replay [22] has been shown to lead to better learning in networks
by using past experience. However, up until now, in traditional reinforce-
ment learning only the agent’s experience was used with this method. While
this worked for algorithms that relied on exploration and exploitation, it did
not always produce great results if the experiences were not successful. This
may cause the network to hit a local minima where the optimal action selec-
tion will never be learned. In apprenticeship learning, experiences from an
expert are given and are guaranteed to be correct. Using these experiences
along with the agent’s learned experiences would allow for better learning.
Hester et al. [12] introduced this in their DQfD architecture, and showed
that just using 10% of expert data in each batch update of experiences gave
way to better learning, and ensured that the agent was not going to keep
relearning from bad experiences. This also ensures that the network can
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get out of a local minima and continue learning despite the “bad” learned
experiences.
4.2.1.1 Scheduled Shared Experience Replay
A modification to shared experiences is the idea of scheduled shared expe-
rience. Where the percent of experiences from the expert in agent training
is high at first but then slowly decays over time. This serves as a guide for
agent training in its early stages, and ensures that the training does not hit a
local minima early.
4.2.2 Target Q-Network
Mnih et al. [22] also introduced the concept of using a separate target Q-
network. This was due to the fact that the Q-network architecture is unstable
along sequential updates. By updating the weights of the Q-network by
small amounts every iteration, the network is more likely to diverge due
to tightly coupled correlations. A target Q-network is used outside of the
main Q-network. The main Q-network is updated at each iteration using
values from the target Q-network. After τ iterations, the target Q-network’s
weights are updated with the main Q-network’s weights.
4.2.3 Using Dueling DQN
Another modification made was using the Dueling Deep Q-Network archi-
tecture (Section 2.2.3) [37]. Splitting the value and advantage functions
from the Q-network, allows for the separation of state estimation and action
selection. By decoupling these two, the network can more accurately pre-
dict the best action to take regardless of the current state. For the dataset
used (Maze World), this allows for part of the network to determine the
goodness of the current state of the maze, and the other part of the network
to determine the best action to take.
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4.2.4 Using Deep Recurrent Q-Networks
As explained in Section 2.2.4 [11] [16] DRQNs perform well with sequen-
tial based Atari games. Using the same concept of training our appren-
ticeship learning architecture with sequential data and an LSTM, it can be
shown that sequential tasks can also be learned. However, the dataset pro-
cessing algorithm first needs to be modified to account for this change in
experience replay storage. One problem is that the amount of steps in each
episode can vary, which means that having a set trace number may cause
a problem when randomly sampling from episodes. Another problem fol-
lows the first problem in that there may not be enough episodes at a certain
trace length or higher, although this is rare in large datasets. To solve both
problems, the episodes for the agent and expert were stored with their total
lengths. Then, the hyper-parameters for maximum trace length and maxi-
mum episode number were chosen. During training on expert data, a unique
trace length was randomly chosen from the trace lengths stored for the ex-
pert. If the trace length was smaller than the maximum trace length allowed
it would be chosen as the trace length for that epoch, otherwise the maxi-
mum trace length was chosen. The number of episodes meeting the trace
length requirement was then found. If the number of episodes found were
less than the maximum number of episodes that number would be chosen
as the episode number for that epoch, otherwise the max episode number
would be used. If the maximum episode number is used, then a random
sampling of eligible episodes with the specified trace length was used for
training that epoch. For each chosen episode, a random point step in that
episode was chosen as the start of the trace and each step after that up to
the trace length was stored. The same was done when collecting and using
agent replay experience. The stored steps were then fed to the DRQN to
update, which used only the first half of each trace as described in [16].
Another modification made to the DRQN-AL algorithm was the addition
of agent stochasticity. It was found that since the expert always displayed
optimal movements the network could not generalize well when faced with
non-explored states when using a recurrent model for sequential actions.
Therefore, using a decaying -greedy method [9], a percentage of the agent’s
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moves are randomly chosen. The  value would start high ( = 0.9), mean-
ing that the agent would prefer choosing random actions. As the agent train-
ing progressed the  value would decrease meaning the agent would favor an
action learned by the network. This added stochasticity which prevented the
network from getting stuck in a local minima, and also allowed it to update
the Q-values for all actions at each state rather than just one or two. This
gives a larger range of Q-values between actions for each state helping the
agent to learn faster.
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Chapter 5
Implementation
5.1 Architecture Details
A number of architectures were created and tested as described in Chapter 4.
The descriptions of each network tested are as follows:
• DAL [18]: The Deep Apprenticeship Learning architecture from [18]
without any modifications.
• DAL [18] (no pooling): The Deep Apprenticeship Learning architec-
ture from [18] without any pooling layers. This is a novel modification
to this architecture.
• DAL with Transfer Learning: The Deep Apprenticeship Learning ar-
chitecture from [18] where the trained DAQN network weights are
used to initialize the weights of the DARN. This is a novel modifi-
cation to this architecture.
• DAL with Bellman: The Deep Apprenticeship Learning architecture
from [18] using Bellman Q-value updates for both the DAQN and
DARN, as well as experience replay. This is a novel modification to
this architecture.
• DQN-AL: Deep Q-Network for Apprenticeship Learning which uses
the DQN architecture and shared experience replay. This architecture
is modeled after [12].
• DQN-AL with Scheduled Shared Experience: Same as DQN-AL ex-
cept that the expert experience for shared experience replay starts at a
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high percentage and decays over time. The introduction of scheduled
shared experience is a novel modification to this architecture.
• Dueling DQN-AL: Dueling Deep Q-Network for Apprenticeship Learn-
ing which uses the Dueling DQN architecture (with Target Q-Network)
from [37] and shared experience replay. The use of Dueling Deep Q-
Network in the realm of apprenticeship learning is a novel use of this
architecture.
• Dueling DQN-AL with Scheduled Shared Experience: Same as Duel-
ing DQN-AL except that the expert experience for shared experience
replay starts at a high percentage and decays over time. The intro-
duction of scheduled shared experience is a novel modification to this
architecture.
• DRQN-AL: Deep Recurrent Q-Network for Apprenticeship Learning
which uses the DRQN architecture from [11] with experience replay
modifications explained in Section 4.2.4. The use of DRQN in the
realm of apprenticeship learning is a novel use of this architecture.
The hyper-parameters for each of these architectures were tuned to en-
sure best results for the networks. These hyper-parameters include:
• Dataset Split: Number of training data, number of testing data, and
number of random data.
• Data size: Size of input data.
• Epochs: Number of epochs for training from expert, number of epochs
for training agent.
• Learning Rate (α): Rate at which network weights update.
• Discount Factor (γ): Weight of future state values.
• Reward Value: Arbitrary value for maximum and minimum reward.
• Shared Experience Ratio (SER): Percentage of expert experience used
when training agent.
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• Shared Experience Decay (SED): Value at which SER would decrease
over time.
• Shared Experience Decay Frequency (SEDF): Rate (number of epochs)
at which shared experience ratio would be updated,
SERupdate ← SER− SED.
• Replay Buffer: Size of experience memory.
For the DQN implementations (DQN-AL, Dueling DQN-AL, DRQN-AL),
parameters for the loss function needed to be defined:
• λ1: Weight for temporal difference learning.
• λ2: Weight for cross softmax entropy.
For the DRQN-AL implementation extra parameters needed to be defined.
These include:
• Maximum Episode Number: Maximum number of episodes from dataset
to sample from.
• Maximum Trace Length: Maximum length of trace to extract from
each episode.
• -greedy Value: Starting value for  for agent randomness.
•  Decay: Value at which  would decrease over time.
•  Decay Frequency: Rate (number of epochs) at which  would be
updated,
update ← − decay.
• Step Punishment Value: Value of punishment the agent would experi-
ence at every step, to help ensure the agent will continue to go forward
in an environment and not oscillate between states.
For each network the discount factor (γ) was kept constant at 0.9. The
dataset split for task completion for all DAL [18] networks was 800 training,
200 testing, and 1,000 random with a data size of 83× 83× 1. These were
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Table 5.1: Architecture Hyper-Parameters for Task Completion.
Network Epochs(Expert,Agent) α SER SED SEDF λ1 λ2
DAL [18] 50000,100000 0.01 - - - - -
DAL [18] (no pooling) 50000,100000 0.01 - - - - -
DAL with
Transfer Learning 10000,10000 0.01 - - - - -
DAL with Bellman 10000,10000 0.01 - - - - -
DQN-AL 10000,10000 0.001 0.1 - - 0.5 0.5
DQN-AL with
Scheduled Shared
Experience Replay
10000,10000 0.001 0.9 0.05 500 0.75 0.25
Dueling DQN-AL 5000,10000 0.001 0.1 - - 0.25 0.75
Dueling DQN-AL with
Scheduled Shared
Experience Replay
5000,10000 0.001 0.9 0.05 500 0.25 0.75
DRQN-AL 10000,100000 0.001 0.125 - - 1.0 0.0
trained with a batch size of 50. For DQN networks it was 1,000 for training
(the testing and random came from self generated experiences) with a data
size of 84× 84× 1. These were trained with a batch size of 32. The dataset
split for task understanding for all DAL networks was 8,000 training, 2,000
testing, and 10,000 random. For DQN networks it was 10,000 training (the
testing and random came from self generated experiences). Also, for Duel-
ing DQN the target Q-network update frequency was set for four epochs for
task completion and task understanding. The DQN implementations used
a replay buffer of size 500. For the DRQN implementation, the maximum
episode number was set to eight and the maximum trace length was set to 32
to make an overall count of 256 data inputs per epoch. The DRQN used a
replay buffer of size 500 and an -greedy value of 0.7 which would decay by
0.1 every 10,000 epochs to a minimum of 0.0. The DRQN also employed a
−1 punishment value for each step to help the network break cyclical action
choices. The hyper-parameters for task completion and task understanding
for each network are shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Architecture Hyper-Parameters for Task Understanding.
Network Epochs(Expert,Agent) α SER SED SEDF λ1 λ2
DAL [18] 50000,100000 0.01 - - - - -
DAL [18] (no pooling) 50000,100000 0.01 - - - - -
DAL with
Transfer Learning 10000,10000 0.01 - - - - -
DAL with Bellman 10000,10000 0.01 - - - - -
DQN-AL 10000,10000 0.001 0.1 - - 0.75 0.25
DQN-AL with
Scheduled Shared
Experience Replay
10000,10000 0.001 0.9 0.05 500 0.75 0.25
Dueling DQN-AL 10000,10000 0.1 0.1 - - 0.75 0.25
Dueling DQN-AL with
Scheduled Shared
Experience Replay
10000,10000 0.1 0.9 0.05 500 0.6 0.4
DRQN-AL 10000,100000 0.001 0.125 - - 1.0 0.0
5.2 Algorithms
5.2.1 Deep Apprenticeship Learning Networks
The algorithm utilized for the Deep Apprenticeship Learning (DAL) net-
works follows what is described in Section 2.4.3 [18]. They utilize expert
data to first train the DAQN to extract the expert policy. It then relies on
stochastic random data to train the DARN to model the underlying reward
structure.
5.2.2 Deep Q-Network Apprenticeship Learning
The loss function utilized for the DQN-AL, Dueling DQN-AL, and DRQN-
AL is shown in (5.1). As shown in this equation, the loss function for both
learning from an expert and teaching an agent is a combination of temporal
difference learning and supervised classification.
loss = λ1(Qtarget(s, a)−Q(s, a))2 + λ2cse(apredicted, aE) (5.1)
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As shown, the temporal difference learning argument is characterized by
Qtarget(s, a) and Q(s, a). Q(s, a) is the output of the network for state s and
action a. Qtarget(s, a) is found using the Bellman update equation as shown
in (5.2).
Qtarget(s, a) = r(s, a) + γ ∗maxa′Q(s′, a′) (5.2)
Where, r(s, a) is the reward received for being at state s and taking action
a. maxa′Q(s′, a′) is the maximum output of the network for next state s′
over all actions a′. The cse is the cross softmax entropy of the action pre-
dicted by the network and the actual action taken by the expert. This is to
emphasize the correct optimal action an expert will take. Preceding the tem-
poral difference argument and cse argument are λ1 and λ2. Both of which
are hyper-parameters used to weight each argument. For learning from an
expert the values of both hyper-parameters are set, but it was found that
weighting the cse higher produced the best results. For agent learning λ1
was set to 1.0 and λ2 was set to 0 because the ground truth data was no
longer being used.
The algorithm utilized for the DQN-AL, Dueling DQN-AL, and DRQN-
AL architectures is shown in Algorithm 4. For the DRQN-AL implementa-
tion, the batches sampled are sequences. As shown, the networks are trained
on expert data first to give it a starting point. The trained network is then
used to generate more samples using an agent, and is updated using a com-
bination of expert and agent samples.
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Algorithm 4 Deep Q-Network Apprenticeship Learning
for e ∈ number of expert training episodes do
Sample a random batch of expert data (sE, aE, s′E, rE)
Feed-forward sE to obtain current Q-value (Q) for aE
Feed-forward s′E to obtain the Q-values (Q
′) for each action
Q′max = max(Q
′)
Qtarget = rE(sE, aE) + γ ∗Q′max
loss = λ1(Qtarget −Q)2 + λ2cse(apredicted, aE)
Update network with batch loss
Initialize environment to get initial state s
for e ∈ number of agent training episodes do
if s is a terminal state then
Initialize new environment to get initial state s
Feed-forward state s to get action a
Play a to get s′ and r
Store (s, a, s′, r) in agent replay memory (replace old memories if full)
s← s′
if replay buffer is full then
Sample a random batch of expert data (sE, aE, s′E, rE)
Sample a random batch of agent data (s, a, s′, r)
Combine batches into (sT , aT , s′T , rT )
Feed-forward sT to obtain current Q-value (Q) for aT
Feed-forward s′T to obtain the Q-values (Q
′) for each action
Q′max = max(Q
′)
Qtarget = rT (sT , aT ) + γ ∗Q′max
loss = λ1(Qtarget −Q)2
Update network with batch loss
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Chapter 6
Results and Analysis
6.1 Task Completion and Task Understanding
This research explored two concepts, task completion and task understand-
ing. Task completion is the measure of how well a system can complete a
specific task. In this research, task completion was tested using the same
maze structure with the agent starting in different locations. This was used
to see if the agent could find the shortest path to a goal in a specific envi-
ronment. This tested the systems ability to mimic the expert, as well as its
ability to recognize the agent and goal state. Task understanding is the mea-
sure of how well a system can generalize the task needing to be completed.
Task understanding was tested in this research using different mazes and
different agent starting locations. By feeding the system with expert data
from a number of different maze structures it tests the systems ability to
generalize the overall task of getting to the goal despite the maze structure.
This tests to see if the system was trained well enough to identify walls, un-
obstructed area, the agent location, goal location, and the best path towards
the goal.
6.2 Test Methodology
Each trained network was tested with the same 10 fixed mazes with fixed
agent starting locations. For task completion these fixed tests all had the
same maze structure. For task understanding these fixed tests all had differ-
ent maze structures. The agent starting locations for each test were chosen
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(a) Test 1 (b) Test 2 (c) Test 3 (d) Test 4 (e) Test 5
(f) Test 6 (g) Test 7 (h) Test 8 (i) Test 9 (j) Test 10
Figure 6.1: Task Completion Fixed Tests (10) with Agent Starting Locations.
so that there was an even distribution of easy positions (next to goal or lin-
ear path to goal) and difficult (far from goal or complex path to goal). The
fixed tests with agent starting locations for task completion are shown in
Fig. 6.1. The fixed tests with agent starting locations for task understanding
are shown in Fig. 6.2.
Success was measured in two ways; tests completed and correct action
prediction. Tests completed measures the amount of tests (Fig. 6.1, Fig. 6.2)
completed (agent reaches goal). Correct action prediction is a percentage of
correct optimal actions predicted for all the tests. This test shows how well
the network predicted actions even for difficult agent initial states.
6.3 Proposed Architecture Performances
Each architecture described in Section 5.1 was tested for both task com-
pletion and task understanding using the described hyper-parameters. The
results for the task completion tests are shown in Table 6.1. As shown,
the DQN architectures greatly outperform the DAL architectures. Also, the
addition of scheduled shared experience replay shows promising results of
helping a network learn better and more efficiently.
The results for the task understanding tests are shown in Table 6.2. As
shown, all the networks show poor performance for task understanding, as
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(a) Test 1 (b) Test 2 (c) Test 3 (d) Test 4 (e) Test 5
(f) Test 6 (g) Test 7 (h) Test 8 (i) Test 9 (j) Test 10
Figure 6.2: Task Understanding Fixed Tests (10) with Agent Starting Location.
Table 6.1: Task Completion Results.
Network CompletedTests
Correct Action
Prediction
DAL [18] 1/10 6.4% (8/125)
DAL [18] (no pooling) 0/10 5.6% (7/125)
DAL with Transfer Learning (no pooling) 2/10 10.4% (13/125)
DAL with Bellman Implementation 2/10 8.8% (11/125)
DQN-AL 4/10 26.4% (33/125)
DQN-AL with
Scheduled Shared Experience Replay 6/10 36.0% (45/125)
Dueling DQN-AL 10/10 100.0% (125/125)
Dueling DQN-AL with
Scheduled Shared Experience Replay 10/10 100.0% (125/125)
DRQN-AL 2/10 27.2% (34/125)
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Table 6.2: Task Understanding Results.
Network CompletedTests
Correct Action
Prediction
DAL [18] 1/10 8.4% (8/95)
DAL [18] (no pooling) 1/10 14.7% (14/95)
DAL with Transfer Learning (no pooling) 2/10 11.6% (11/95)
DAL with Bellman Implementation 2/10 13.7% (13/95)
DQN-AL 1/10 11.6% (11/95)
DQN-AL with
Scheduled Shared Experience Replay 1/10 15.8% (15/95)
Dueling DQN-AL 3/10 23.2% (22/95)
Dueling DQN-AL with
Scheduled Shared Experience Replay 3/10 21.1% (20/95)
DRQN-AL 1/10 13.7% (13/95)
this is a much harder challenge. The DQN architectures do outperform the
DAL architectures in terms of correct action prediction for this test.
6.4 Discussion
6.4.1 Task Completion
As shown in Table 6.1, the DAL networks show poor performance in com-
pleting the maze task. However, there is a substantial increase in the transfer
learning without pooling network (DAL with Transfer Learning), but there
does not seem to be any significant or note-worthy performance increases
using this network over DQNs. This in part has to do with the simplicity of
this network being only two convolution layers deep. Also, this network ar-
chitecture performed well in reward based environments and was only ever
compared to non-deep algorithms [18]. These results show that this type of
network is not effective in task completion environments and would not fair
well in real world environments.
The DQN architectures, on the other hand, showed much more promising
results. The DQN-AL architecture performed a bit better in correct action
prediction due to its complex architecture made to understand complexi-
ties in different worlds. When paired with scheduled experience replay, the
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network performed considerably better in both test completion and correct
action prediction. This shows that the edition of the scheduled experience
replay gives the system a guide throughout its training. The Dueling DQN-
AL architecture performed much better in both test completion and correct
action prediction. Much of this is a credit to the stability of the Q-network
using a target Q-network as well as the separation of the fully-connected
layer in the Dueling DQN architecture. In addition, the Dueling DQN archi-
tecture was tested with scheduled shared experience as well. This displayed
similar performance showing a promising contribution of scheduled shared
experience.
The DQN network results also show that the abstract reward values were
also a success. By setting the rewards in the Bellman Q-value updater to
be descriptive of the completion of the task, abstraction of the reward from
the step-level to the task-level was achieved. With this modification, DQNs
were able to be utilized in the apprenticeship learning space where environ-
ments have unknown reward structures.
The DRQN implementation did not fair well in the task completion tests.
However, much of this may be due to the setting of the hyper-parameters
for each application, as explained in Section 2.2.4. Also, because the mazes
used only have one solution, the use of a recurrent layer does not make sense
for such a simple problem.
6.4.2 Task Understanding
Unfortunately, each of these networks performed poorly when being tested
for task understanding, as shown in Table 6.2. The DAL networks per-
formed the same as they did in task completion, further iterating that this
type of network architecture is not appropriate for task-based apprentice-
ship learning. The DQN networks did show improvement over the DAL
networks. Using scheduled shared experience resulted in improved per-
formance. The DRQN implementation also did poorly and shows that a
recurrent solution to this problem may not be viable.
Task understanding through raw pixel data is still in its infancy in terms
of research. While DQNs have shown to produce superhuman performance
on Atari games [22], it does not do well in understanding environments with
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unknown reward structures. While the concept of reward abstraction may
resemble a reward structure, it is not flexible enough to abstract complex re-
ward structures that may exist in an environment. For example, with the ran-
dom structured mazes the underlying reward function needing to be learned
involved agent proximity to the goal, each wall block, and each open space,
it also involved the goal proximity to the agent, each wall block, and each
open space. This leads to a very complex, non-linear reward structure that
is difficult to decipher using only raw pixel data and no other information.
While adding locality information to the data may achieve better results, it
does not address the real-world problem of using raw video footage to teach
an agent to perform a task.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
This research shows promising performance for task completion using deep
apprenticeship learning. Each novel contribution introduced allowed for
better learning from an expert using an apprenticeship learning model. The
key benefits for each contribution are outlined below.
7.1 Remarks on Novel Contributions
7.1.1 Reward Abstraction
An issue with deep apprenticeship learning was the need to learn an under-
lying reward structure. By bypassing that step by using reward abstraction
from step-level to task-level, common Bellman equations and Q-learning al-
gorithms could be used to train a network. The ability to use these networks
and equations allowed for better learning as shown in the results. Giving
a large positive reward for completing a task, a large negative reward for
failing a task, and a punishment for time to complete a task brought about
concepts in reinforcement learning that could be directly tied to apprentice-
ship learning.
7.1.2 Scheduled Shared Experience Replay
The addition of scheduled shared experience replay showed the benefits of
giving a learning agent a strong guide in its infancy and a weaker guide at
its maturity. As the agent started out learning, its memory was overtaken
by the memory of the expert. As the agent learned over time, the memory
of the expert would slowly fade, leaving only its own memory. As shown
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in the results, the scheduled shared experience replay methodology allowed
an agent to learn more efficiently and better than networks that did not use
scheduled shared experience replay.
7.1.3 Dueling Deep Q-Network Architecture
Using the DQN methodology of target Q-networks brought stability to the
networks while training, which was lacking in the DAL implementations.
Dueling DQN architecture implementations also proved to be the superior
network architecture for task completion as its separation of value and ad-
vantage modeled the task completion problem well as shown in the results.
More research is needed in the problem space of task understanding. While
scheduled shared experience and DQN implementations proved to be better
than the traditional DAL implementations, the novel contributions that suc-
ceeded in task completion did benefit the networks in task understanding.
7.1.4 Deep Recurrent Q-Network Architecture
An implementation that may allow for better task understanding is a recur-
rent layer that can learn sequences over time. While this was shown in the
DRQN-AL implementation, the hyper-parameters for maximum episode,
maximum trace length, and expert data percentage need to be finely tuned
for the problem. However, it was shown that by learning sequences rather
than state-action pairs, the agent was able to learn from expert demonstra-
tions, although this task does not need the extra complexity of an LSTM
layer. This extra complexity resulted in worse performance.
7.2 Challenges and Future Work
7.2.1 Datasets and Benchmarking
One problem with deep apprenticeship learning with raw pixel data is the
unavailability of datasets with both expert data and a simulation environ-
ment. This makes it difficult to benchmark against other networks. For
this research, a dataset with both these criteria was created, however, no
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dataset like this is available for public use. One extension to overcome this
is to move from a simulation environment to a physical environment. Using
video data from an expert in a physical environment doing a task, that same
agent can learn from the expert video data. While this would eliminate the
issue with dataset availability, it comes with its own issues in the realm of
hardware, video capture, and extra environment variables, such as lighting
and camera angle. Another solution is to use existing trained DQNs that
have learned Atari games, using the Atari 2600 simulator, at a super-human
level to generate expert data. This would allow for a benchmark against
existing DQN architectures and to show how well apprenticeship learning
measures up. Also, since the Atari 2600 game space has a number of games
ranging in difficulty it would allow for testing the robustness of these algo-
rithms.
7.2.2 Overfitting
Expert video data often has limited stochasticity associated with it, as the
expert tends to perform optimally. Training on this type of data can make a
system over fit to the expert. One solution to overcome this is to introduce
stochasticity in the agent to help mitigate this issue. This would allow the
agent to generalize over states the expert may not have explored. Another
solution to this is to train the agent using apprenticeship learning, then use
the trained network as a way to generate expert data to train the agent again.
This would introduce stochasticity in the expert data since the trained net-
work will not be perfect. This cycle of “self-learning” can be performed
many times until optimal results are achieved.
7.3 Applications
Overall, this research shows the promise of deep apprenticeship learning’s
extension to unknown reward structures and real-world environments. The
possibilities of this technology are endless, and can be used to better under-
stand the learning process for humans. One example application of this re-
search includes autonomous robotic surgery where the system learns proper
cutting techniques from video data from surgeons. Another example is in
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the realm of factory robots, where they could learn how to work in a hetero-
geneous environment with humans by watching human interactions.
* All code, datasets, and assets for this research are hosted at:
– https://kgcoe-git.rit.edu/aab2210/teaching-agents-with-deep-apprenticeship-learning-thesis
– https://github.com/AmarBhatt/RIT Thesis
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